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INTRODUCTION 

On May 16, 2022, this Court ordered the State of Texas to “produce any nonprivileged, 

responsive documents and [electronically stored information] held by the Office of the Attorney 

General.”  OAG Order 6, ECF No. 279.  Nearly three months later, Texas has still produced no 

such OAG documents, instead withholding all 812 OAG documents under claims of privilege.  

Texas’s privilege claims are unjustified or unsubstantiated.  The attorney-client privilege 

does not apply where documents contain factual, non-legal information or—by Texas’s own 

admission—do not involve communications with a client.  The work-product doctrine does not 

apply to documents created during a legislative process, rather than in anticipation of litigation.  

And legislative privilege also does not apply to factual information and should be overcome 

where the strong federal interest in eliminating discrimination in voting outweighs the interests 

underpinning the qualified privilege.  More broadly, generalized assertions that communications 

concern legal advice may not support the attorney-client privilege, and legislative privilege may 

be waived by seeking legal advice from executive branch officials.  

Because Texas has failed to demonstrate that the claimed privileges and protections apply 

to most of the OAG documents, the United States respectfully requests that this Court enforce its 

May 16 order and compel production of 793 OAG documents that Texas has improperly 

withheld.  The United States is unable to discern whether the remaining 19 documents should be 

turned over because of insufficient descriptions, so the United States requests that this Court 

review those documents in camera.   

BACKGROUND 

On December 6, 2021, the United States filed this Voting Rights Act (“VRA”) 

enforcement action challenging Texas’s 2021 redistricting plans.  See U.S. Compl., United States 
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v. Texas, No. 3:21-cv-299 (W.D. Tex. Dec. 6, 2021), ECF No. 1; U.S. Am. Compl., ECF No. 

318.  The United States alleges that the Congressional plan has a discriminatory purpose and 

result and the House plan has a discriminatory result.  See U.S. Am. Compl. ¶¶ 197-99. 

On January 12, 2022, the United States sent Texas its first request for production of 

documents, seeking materials including redistricting proposals, analyses related to voting 

patterns, and estimates related to population changes.  See U.S. First Reqs. for Prod. 7-10, ECF 

No. 213-2.  The State resisted providing discovery, so the United States moved to compel 

production.  See U.S. Mot. to Compel, ECF No. 79.  On May 16, this Court found that “Texas 

has control over” responsive items held by OAG and ordered the State to produce them.  OAG 

Order 4.  Nonetheless, nearly seven months after the United States’ request and almost three 

months after the Court’s order, Texas has still not produced any OAG documents.1 

On August 2, Texas produced a revised privilege log identifying 812 withheld 

documents.  See OAG Rev. Log (Ex. 3).  The identified documents fall in two general categories.  

793 documents—the “Expert Documents”—are “statistical analys[e]s” of “demographics” and 

“voting behavior” for various redistricting plans plus “draft map[s],” all of which were “prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts” and used by Chris Hilton, an OAG attorney, in 

“providing legal assistance” to Senator Joan Huffman, Chair of the Senate Special Committee on 

                                                 

1 Three days after the Court’s May 16 order compelling production, the United States asked 
Texas to begin an “immediate rolling production” of responsive OAG documents, “with 
privilege logs provided within 20 days.”  Counsel Emails 8 (Ex. 1).  The State instead treated this 
Court’s order akin to a new request for production, allotting 30 days to produce any discoverable 
documents and another 30 days to produce privilege logs.  See id. at 5, 7.  After failing to meet 
even those deadlines, the State produced a privilege log on July 20 indicating that it had withheld 
811 documents under various claims of privilege.  See OAG Initial Log (Ex. 2).  That log 
contained hundreds of identical document descriptions and failed to identify authors, senders, 
and recipients.  See id.  The parties met and conferred, and OAG agreed the log was deficient.   
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Redistricting, on “redistricting legislation.”  OAG Rev. Log 2-200 (Documents 6-798).  These 

factual documents were not shared with the client, Senator Huffman.  See id.  Nineteen 

additional documents—the “Interbranch Documents”—are “document[s] regarding 

[C]ongressional redistricting” and “email communications” shared between Mr. Hilton and Anna 

Mackin, a Senate attorney, “containing legal advice” on “talking points,” a “draft 

[Congressional] map,” and “analysis of redistricting legislation,” plus “communications” 

between “in-house OAG consulting experts and [the] Texas Legislative Council” regarding 

“analyses of draft redistricting legislation.”  Id. at 1-2, 200-03 (Documents 1-5 and 799-812).  

According to the State, the attorney-client privilege and legislative privilege protect each 

document, and all but Documents 799, 800, 805, and 806 are protected work product.  See id. 

LEGAL STANDARD 

“A party seeking discovery may move for an order compelling an answer, designation, 

production, or inspection” if the opposing party “fails to produce documents or fails to respond 

that inspection will be permitted—or fails to permit inspection—as requested under Rule 34.”  

Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(3)(B)(iv).  A party withholding materials as privileged or protected as 

attorney work product must “(i) expressly make the claim; and (ii) describe the nature of the 

documents, communications, or tangible things not produced or disclosed . . . in a manner that, 

without revealing information itself privileged or protected, will enable other parties to assess the 

claim.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(5)(A).  The party withholding documents has the burden to 

establish they are privileged or protected.  See Hodges, Grant & Kaufmann v. IRS, 768 F.2d 719, 

721 (5th Cir. 1985).  Privilege claims, particularly involving the attorney-client relationship, are 

to be construed narrowly, and “[a]mbiguities as to whether the elements of a privilege claim have 

been met are construed against the proponent.”  EEOC v. BDO USA, LLP, 876 F.3d 690, 695 
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(5th Cir. 2017) (citation omitted).  Even where privilege claims are valid, “a privilege log’s 

description of each document and its contents must provide sufficient information to permit 

courts and other parties to ‘test the merits of’ the privilege claim.”  Id. at 697 (citation omitted).  

“[A]n independent evaluation of the claimed privilege” is particularly important “where one of 

the purposes of the [VRA] is to provide a federal forum for the adjudication of voting-rights 

violations by state officials.”  TLC Order 9, ECF No. 377. 

To establish attorney-client privilege, the recipient of a request for production “must 

prove: (1) that he made a confidential communication; (2) to a lawyer or his subordinate; (3) for 

the primary purpose of securing either a legal opinion or legal services, or assistance in some 

legal proceeding.”  BDO USA, 876 F.3d at 695 (emphasis removed and citation omitted).  To 

establish work-product protection, a recipient must show a document was created “in 

anticipation of litigation.”  United States v. El Paso Co., 682 F.2d 530, 542 (5th Cir. 1982).  And 

to establish legislative privilege, a recipient must show that a communication “contains or 

involves opinions, motives, recommendations or advice about legislative decisions between 

legislators or between legislators and their staff.”  Jackson Mun. Airport Auth. v. Bryant, No. 16-

cv-246, 2017 WL 6520967, at *7 (S.D. Miss. Dec. 19, 2017) (citations omitted). 

ARGUMENT 

 Texas has failed to demonstrate that the Expert Documents are subject to the attorney-

client privilege, the work-product doctrine, or the legislative privilege.  These documents are 

purely factual analyses and maps created as part of the legislative process, and they were not sent 

to legislative branch officials.  While the Expert Documents may have been the factual basis for 

discussions between OAG counsel and certain legislative staff, that does not protect Texas from 

having to release these factual documents.  In addition, the State has failed to carry its burden 
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that the Interbranch Documents are uniformly subject to privilege, warranting in-camera review.  

I. The Expert Documents Are Not Privileged or Protected.  

Texas asserts the attorney-client privilege, work-product doctrine, and legislative 

privilege over the Expert Documents.  See OAG Rev. Log.  But blackletter law bars each of the 

State’s privilege claims.  Texas must produce these documents.   

A. The Attorney-Client Privilege Does Not Apply.  

The attorney-client privilege does not apply to the Expert Documents because those 

documents contain purely factual, non-legal information.  The privilege “does not protect 

disclosure of the underlying facts.”  Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 395 (1981).  The 

statistical analyses and draft maps withheld—all prepared by non-lawyer experts—are textbook 

factual documents.  See Ohio A. Philip Randolph Inst. v. Smith, No. 18-cv-357, 2018 WL 

6591622, at *3 (S.D. Ohio Dec. 15, 2018) (three-judge court) (requiring disclosure of “facts, 

data, and maps”); Docs. Order 13-14, ECF No. 467, administratively stayed, No. 22-50662 (5th 

Cir. July 27, 2022).  Attorney-client privilege does not justify withholding these documents.2   

The attorney-client privilege also does not apply to the Expert Documents because the 

documents were never provided to OAG’s client, Senator Huffman.  It is axiomatic that the 

privilege applies only to communications between attorneys and clients.  See BDO USA, 876 

F.3d at 695; Taylor Lohmeyer L. Firm P.L.L.C. v. United States, 957 F.3d 505, 510 (5th Cir. 

                                                 

2 Indeed, during prior redistricting litigation, courts ordered the State to produce in discovery 
similar racially polarized voting analyses and reconstituted election analyses prepared by OAG, 
and these analyses played a pivotal role in those cases.  See Texas v. United States, 279 F.R.D. 
24, 34-35 (D.D.C. 2012) (three-judge court), vacated in part due to agreement, 279 F.R.D. 176 
(D.D.C. 2012) (three-judge court); Texas v. United States, 887 F. Supp. 2d 133, 143 (D.D.C. 
2012) (three-judge court), vacated and remanded on other grounds, 570 U.S. 928 (2013). 
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2020) (“[T]he Firm must establish that the document contains a confidential communication, 

between it and a client.”).  Documents kept “hidden in an attorney’s file” thus “fall outside the 

scope of the attorney-client privilege.”  Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 508, 512 (1947).3  The 

Expert Documents were not shared with anyone outside of OAG, “not even the client.”  OAG 

Rev. Log 2-200.  Accordingly, they are not subject to attorney-client privilege. 

B. The Work-Product Doctrine Does Not Apply. 

The work-product doctrine does not apply to the Expert Documents because they pertain 

to then-pending legislation.  Work-product doctrine “is not . . . an umbrella that shades all 

materials prepared by a lawyer.”  Tonti Mgmt. Co. v. Soggy Doggie, LLC, No. 19-cv-13134, 

2020 WL 9172077, at *5 (E.D. La. June 25, 2020) (internal quotation marks and citations 

omitted).  The doctrine does not cover materials created by attorneys or their agents “in the 

ordinary course of business, or pursuant to public requirements unrelated to litigation.”  El Paso 

Co., 682 F.2d at 542.  Thus, this Court has declined to extend work-product protection to 

documents “pertaining to pending legislation . . . because the legislature could always have a 

reasonable belief that any of its enactments would result in litigation.”  OOG Order 11-12, ECF 

No. 526 (quoting Bethune-Hill v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, 114 F. Supp. 3d 323, 348 (E.D. Va. 

                                                 

3 See also, e.g., Natta v. Zletz, 418 F.2d 633, 637-38 (7th Cir. 1969) (determining that 
memoranda “limited to intra-office circulation” are not subject to attorney-client privilege); Trib. 
Co. v. Purcigliotti, No. 93-cv-7222, 1997 WL 10924, at *11 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 10, 1997) 
(“[C]ounsel conceded that the memoranda were, in fact, never sent to the client [so] they do not 
come within the parameters of the attorney-client privilege.”), modified, 1998 WL 175933 
(S.D.N.Y. Apr. 14, 1998) (not addressing attorney-client privilege); Dexcom, Inc. v. AgaMatrix, 
Inc., No. 16-cv-5947, 2018 WL 11350028, at *4 (C.D. Cal. Aug. 6, 2018), vacated due to 
settlement, Dexcom, Inc. v. AgaMatrix, Inc., No. 16-cv-5947, 2020 WL 10728639 (C.D. Cal. 
Apr. 2, 2020) (declining to apply attorney-client privilege to “uncommunicated documents”). 
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2015) (three-judge court)); see Ohio A. Philip Randolph Inst., 2018 WL 6591622, at *5 

(declining to apply protection to documents prepared because of a “clients’ statutory duty to draft 

Ohio’s [C]ongressional map”).  The Expert Documents concern “redistricting legislation.”  OAG 

Rev. Log 2-200.  The work-product doctrine does not apply.  See Docs. Order 22-24.4   

C. The Legislative Privilege Does Not Apply.  

The legislative privilege does not apply to any of the Expert Documents because the 

privilege applies only to communications “between legislators or between legislators and their 

staff.”  TitleMax of Tex., Inc. v. City of Dallas, No. 21-cv-1040, 2022 WL 326566, at *5-6 (N.D. 

Tex. Feb. 3, 2022).  The Expert Documents were maintained within Texas’s executive branch, 

unseen by legislators or their staff.  As a result, the legislative privilege does not protect the 

Expert Documents from disclosure.   

The legislative privilege also does not apply to the Expert Documents because they are 

purely factual.  As this Court has recognized, the privilege does not apply to “documents 

containing factually based information used in the decision-making process.”  Docs. Order 5 

(citation omitted).  So the privilege does not cover the statistical analyses and draft maps 

                                                 

4 Because the Expert Documents were prepared to facilitate the legislative process, they were not 
primarily prepared in anticipation of litigation.  As this Court previously recognized, “circuit 
precedent require[es] that the anticipation of litigation be the primary motivating purpose to 
qualify for work-product protection.”  Id. at 24 (citation omitted).  Indeed, Texas has not shown 
that it issued a litigation hold before these documents were created, evincing that litigation was 
not reasonably anticipated at that time.  See id. at 23; Baricuatro v. Indus. Pers. & Mgmt. Servs., 
Inc., No. 11-cv-2777, 2013 WL 3367137, at *2 (E.D. La. July 5, 2013) (noting that whether 
litigation is simply “foreseeable” is immaterial (citation omitted)).  The State acknowledges that 
the Expert Documents were created to “assist . . . Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation” and “used in furtherance of [her] legislative duties.”  OAG Rev. Log 2-200.  “[E]ven 
if the party is aware that the document may also be useful in the event of litigation,” the 
existence of another purpose negates work-product protection.  Soto v. Liberty Mut. Fire Ins. 
Co., No. 06-cv-819, 2007 WL 9710181, at *3 (W.D. Tex. May 23, 2007). 
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prepared by non-lawyers.  See OAG Rev. Log 2-200; see Docs. Order 7 (ruling that the privilege 

does not cover “alternative maps considered during the redistricting process”); see also League 

of Women Voters of Mich. v. Johnson, No. 17-cv-14148, 2018 WL 2335805, at *7 (E.D. Mich. 

May 23, 2018).  

Finally, even if legislative privilege were available—and it is not—it should be 

overcome.  Legislative privilege is a “qualified” privilege, to be “strictly construed and accepted 

only to the limited extent that . . . excluding relevant evidence has a public good[.]”  Gilby v. 

Hughs, 471 F. Supp. 3d 763, 766 (W.D. Tex. 2020) (citation omitted); see Docs. Order 4-5.  The 

United States has alleged that the Congressional plan has a discriminatory purpose and result and 

the House plan has a discriminatory result.  See U.S. Am. Compl. ¶¶ 197-99.  And evidence of 

state officials’ foreknowledge of a discriminatory impact is “an important starting point” to the 

analysis.  Village of Arlington Heights v. Metro. Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 266 (1977) 

(citation omitted); see N.C. State Conf. of NAACP v. McCrory, 831 F.3d 204, 227-30 (4th Cir. 

2016).  This Court has already determined that “the overall balance of factors weighs in favor of 

disclosure” of documents related to the Congressional plan.  Docs. Order 12.  The same is true 

here with respect to the House plan, as analysis demonstrating foreknowledge of a loss of 

minority electoral opportunities suggests that public rationales are tenuous, a factor considered as 

part of the “totality of the circumstances” analysis applicable to discriminatory results claims.  

See, e.g., LULAC v. Perry, 548 U.S. 399, 441 (2006); see also Nevett v. Sides, 571 F.2d 209, 224 

(5th Cir. 1978).  This Court’s analysis concerning evidence of intent relevant to the 

Congressional plan applies as well to tenuousness evidence relevant to the House plan.  

Thus, the typical balancing test weighs in favor of disclosure: the evidence is relevant and 

unavailable from other sources, the litigation is serious and implicates unlawful conduct by 
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government actors, and disclosure is unlikely to have a chilling effect on legislative officials who 

were rarely involved with the challenged documents in the first place.  See Perez v. Perry, No. 

11-cv-360, 2014 WL 106927, at *2 (W.D. Tex. Jan. 8, 2014) (three-judge court); Docs. Order 8-

12.  Therefore, legislative privilege should yield with respect to the Expert Documents involving 

the Congressional or House plans. 

II. Texas’s Revised Privilege Log Does Not Establish That the Interbranch 
Documents Are Privileged or Protected. 

The State has failed to substantiate the privileges and protections it asserts over the 

Interbranch Documents.  “[P]rivilege may not be tossed as a blanket over an undifferentiated 

group of documents” and must instead “be specifically asserted with respect to particular 

documents.”  El Paso Co., 682 F.2d at 539.  Failure “to particularize its assertion of . . . privilege 

and prove its case with respect to any specific document” invalidates the State’s privilege claims.  

Id. at 540.  A log must allow the opposing party to test privilege claims and “discover the scope 

of the privilege.”  Steward ex rel. Minor v. Smith, No. 10-cv-1025, 2018 WL 11361754, at *3 

(W.D. Tex. July 31, 2018).  “[C]onclusory assertions of privilege do not satisfy a claimant’s 

burden.”  In re Royce Homes, LP, 449 B.R. 709, 726 (Bankr. S.D. Tex. 2011).   

Here, Texas’s revised log repeats conclusory and boilerplate language.  The State merely 

describes most documents as “containing legal advice,” “requesting legal advice,” “offering legal 

advice,” or “facilitating the rendition of legal advice.”  OAG Rev. Log 1-2, 200-03.  This is 

inadequate.  See BDO USA, 876 F.3d at 696 (“[S]imply describing a lawyer’s advice as ‘legal,’ 

without more, is conclusory and insufficient to carry out the proponent’s burden.”).  Particularly 

where communications concern talking points, unspecified analyses, and draft maps, it is likely 

that the entirety of the documents do not concern only efforts to secure legal advice and that 

redactions of any legal advice are possible.  See OAG Rev. Log 200-03 (Documents 799-810); 
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see also OOG Order 10-11; Docs. Order 16.  Communications between non-lawyers concerning 

factual, statistical analyses is similarly unlikely to fall within the privilege, boilerplate assertions 

notwithstanding.  See OAG Rev. Log at 203 (Documents 811-812).   

Neither do the work-product doctrine or legislative privilege block disclosure of the 

Interbranch Documents.  As with the Expert Documents, the Interbranch Documents concern a 

legislative process, and boilerplate assertions that they were “prepared in anticipation of 

litigation” cannot establish work-product protections, particularly when the ostensible client, 

Senator Huffman, is immune from suit.  Id. at 1-2, 200-03; see also Section I.B, supra.  

Moreover, by seeking legal counsel from an executive branch official—rather than legislative 

branch experts at the Texas Legislative Council, attorneys on her staff, or private counsel—

Senator Huffman waived legislative privilege with respect to the Interbranch Documents.  See 

Gilby, 471 F. Supp. 3d at 768 (declining to extend legislative privilege to cover “input about 

pending legislation from the [e]xecutive [b]ranch”); La Unión del Pueblo Entero v. Abbott, No. 

21-cv-844, 2022 WL 1667687, at *4 (W.D. Tex. May 25, 2022) (same), appeal pending, No. 22-

50435 (5th Cir. argued Aug. 2, 2022).  Therefore, the work-product doctrine and legislative 

privilege do not protect the Interbranch Documents from disclosure.  

CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, the United States respectfully requests that the Court grant its motion, 

enforce its May 16 order compelling Texas to produce responsive OAG documents, and order 

Texas to (1) produce the Expert Documents (Documents 6-798) to the United States and (2) 

provide the Interbranch Documents (Documents 1-5 and 799-812) to the Court for in camera 

review.  A proposed order is attached hereto. 
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Dated: August 10, 2022   JOHNATHAN SMITH 
Acting Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General 
Civil Rights Division 
 
REBECCA B. BOND 
Acting Deputy Assistant Attorney General 
Civil Rights Division 
 
/s/ Jaywin Singh Malhi                      . 
T. CHRISTIAN HERREN, JR. 
TIMOTHY F. MELLETT 
DANIEL J. FREEMAN 
JANIE ALLISON (JAYE) SITTON 
MICHELLE RUPP 
JACKI L. ANDERSON 
JASMIN LOTT 
HOLLY F.B. BERLIN 
JAYWIN SINGH MALHI 
Attorneys, Voting Section 
Civil Rights Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

      (800) 253-3931 
jaywin.malhi@usdoj.gov
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CERTIFICATE OF CONFERRAL 
 

I hereby certify that, on August 8, 2022, counsel for the United States met and conferred 
with counsel for the State of Texas concerning the subject of this motion.  Counsel for the State of 
Texas opposed the relief sought.  

 
 

/s/ Jaywin Singh Malhi         c 
Jaywin Singh Malhi 
Voting Section 

   Civil Rights Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 
(800) 253-3931 
jaywin.malhi@usdoj.gov 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  

I hereby certify that, on August 10, 2022, I electronically filed the foregoing under seal 
with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send notification of this filing to 
counsel of record.   

   
  

/s/ Daniel J. Freeman         . 
Daniel J. Freeman 
Voting Section 

   Civil Rights Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Ave, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 
(800) 253-3931 
daniel.freeman@usdoj.gov 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

EL PASO DIVISION 
 

 
THE LEAGUE OF UNITED LATIN AMERICAN 
CITIZENS (LULAC), et al., 
 
   Plaintiffs, 
 
  v. 
 
GREG ABBOTT, et al., 
 
   Defendants. 

 
 
 
 
     Civil Action No. 3:21-cv-259  
     (DCG-JES-JVB) 
     (consolidated cases) 

 
 

[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING THE UNITED STATES’ MOTION TO  
ENFORCE ORDER COMPELLING THE PRODUCTION OF  

OAG DOCUMENTS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS 
 
Upon consideration of the United States’ Motion to Enforce Order Compelling the 

Production of Documents from the State of Texas filed on August 10, 2022 and all responses and 

replies thereto, the United States’ motion is GRANTED.  It is hereby ORDERED that, within 

seven days of this order, Texas must (1) produce Documents 6 through 798 to the United States 

and (2) provide Documents 1 through 5 and 799 through 812 to the Court for in camera review, 

as those documents are listed in the State’s revised privilege log dated August 2, 2022.  See OAG 

Rev. Log (U.S. Ex. 2).   
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So ORDERED and SIGNED this ___ day of _____________, 2022. 
 
 
 

 
      ____________________________________ 
      HON. DAVID G. GUADERRAMA 
      UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE 
 

And on behalf of: 
 

Jerry E. Smith          Jeffrey V. Brown 
United States Circuit Judge   -and-     United States District Judge 
U.S. Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit       Southern District of Texas 
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Freeman, Daniel (CRT)

From: Freeman, Daniel (CRT)
Sent: Thursday, July 7, 2022 10:44 PM
To: Ari Herbert
Subject: RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21-cv-259 (Redistricting) - OAG Privilege Log

Thank you Ari.  I hope that you had a nice Fourth as well.  ‐ Dan 
 

From: Ari Herbert <Ari.Herbert@oag.texas.gov>  
Sent: Thursday, July 7, 2022 6:20 PM 
To: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ OAG Privilege Log 
 

Dan, 
 
Thanks for reaching out. We’ve made significant headway, but given how busy things are for everyone, 
it’s taken us a bit longer than we had planned. As things stand, we’re aiming to get you the privilege log 
by the end of next week. Of course, if we’re able to complete the log before then, we will send it sooner 
rather than later. 
 
Hope you had a nice Fourth. 
 
Best, 
Ari 
 

From: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>  
Sent: Thursday, July 7, 2022 4:31 PM 
To: Ari Herbert <Ari.Herbert@oag.texas.gov> 
Subject: RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ OAG Privilege Log 
 
Ari, 
 
I am writing to check in again regarding the OAG privilege log.  On June 22, you indicated that the log would be available 
in 2‐3 weeks.  It’s now been more than two weeks (but not yet three), and so I’m wondering if a status update is 
available. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Dan 
 

From: Ari Herbert <Ari.Herbert@oag.texas.gov>  
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2022 11:01 AM 
To: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>; Lott, Jasmin (CRT) <Jasmin.Lott@usdoj.gov>; Anderson, Jacki 
(CRT) <Jacki.Anderson@usdoj.gov>; Berlin, Holly (CRT) <Holly.Berlin@usdoj.gov>; Mellett, Timothy F (CRT) 
<Timothy.F.Mellett@usdoj.gov>; Sitton, Jaye (CRT) <Jaye.Sitton@usdoj.gov>; Rupp, Michelle (CRT) 
<Michelle.Rupp@usdoj.gov> 
Cc: Patrick Sweeten <Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov>; Will Thompson <Will.Thompson@oag.texas.gov>; Jack DiSorbo 
<Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov>; Munera Al‐Fuhaid <Munera.Al‐Fuhaid@oag.texas.gov>; Kathleen Hunker 
<Kathleen.Hunker@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Walters <Ryan.Walters@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Kercher 
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<Ryan.Kercher@oag.texas.gov>; Aaron Barnes <Aaron.Barnes@oag.texas.gov>; Zachary Berg 
<Zachary.Berg@oag.texas.gov>; Elizabeth Saunders <Elizabeth.Saunders@oag.texas.gov> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ United States' RFPs 
 

Dan, 
 
That sounds good. Talk to you on Friday. 
 
Best, 
Ari 
 

From: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>  
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2022 9:59 AM 
To: Ari Herbert <Ari.Herbert@oag.texas.gov>; Lott, Jasmin (CRT) <Jasmin.Lott@usdoj.gov>; Anderson, Jacki (CRT) 
<Jacki.Anderson@usdoj.gov>; Berlin, Holly (CRT) <Holly.Berlin@usdoj.gov>; Mellett, Timothy F (CRT) 
<Timothy.F.Mellett@usdoj.gov>; Sitton, Jaye (CRT) <Jaye.Sitton@usdoj.gov>; Rupp, Michelle (CRT) 
<Michelle.Rupp@usdoj.gov> 
Cc: Patrick Sweeten <Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov>; Will Thompson <Will.Thompson@oag.texas.gov>; Jack DiSorbo 
<Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov>; Munera Al‐Fuhaid <Munera.Al‐Fuhaid@oag.texas.gov>; Kathleen Hunker 
<Kathleen.Hunker@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Walters <Ryan.Walters@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Kercher 
<Ryan.Kercher@oag.texas.gov>; Aaron Barnes <Aaron.Barnes@oag.texas.gov>; Zachary Berg 
<Zachary.Berg@oag.texas.gov>; Elizabeth Saunders <Elizabeth.Saunders@oag.texas.gov> 
Subject: RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ United States' RFPs 
 
Ari, 
 
Let’s pencil in 2 pm CST on Friday.  I am available Friday between 1 pm and 4:30 pm CST, so if something comes up, 
please let me know an alternative time that will work for you and your colleagues. 
 
We can use my zoom room:  .  
 
Thanks, 
 
Dan   
 

From: Ari Herbert <Ari.Herbert@oag.texas.gov>  
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2022 10:43 AM 
To: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>; Lott, Jasmin (CRT) <Jasmin.Lott@usdoj.gov>; Anderson, Jacki 
(CRT) <Jacki.Anderson@usdoj.gov>; Berlin, Holly (CRT) <Holly.Berlin@usdoj.gov>; Mellett, Timothy F (CRT) 
<Timothy.F.Mellett@usdoj.gov>; Sitton, Jaye (CRT) <Jaye.Sitton@usdoj.gov>; Rupp, Michelle (CRT) 
<Michelle.Rupp@usdoj.gov> 
Cc: Patrick Sweeten <Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov>; Will Thompson <Will.Thompson@oag.texas.gov>; Jack DiSorbo 
<Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov>; Munera Al‐Fuhaid <Munera.Al‐Fuhaid@oag.texas.gov>; Kathleen Hunker 
<Kathleen.Hunker@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Walters <Ryan.Walters@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Kercher 
<Ryan.Kercher@oag.texas.gov>; Aaron Barnes <Aaron.Barnes@oag.texas.gov>; Zachary Berg 
<Zachary.Berg@oag.texas.gov>; Elizabeth Saunders <Elizabeth.Saunders@oag.texas.gov> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ United States' RFPs 
 

Dan, 
 
How does Friday afternoon look? We’re free between 1:00pm and 5:00 pm Central (2:00pm and 6:00pm 
Eastern). Let us know a time that works for you. 
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Thanks, 
Ari 
 

From: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>  
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2022 3:12 PM 
To: Ari Herbert <Ari.Herbert@oag.texas.gov>; Lott, Jasmin (CRT) <Jasmin.Lott@usdoj.gov>; Anderson, Jacki (CRT) 
<Jacki.Anderson@usdoj.gov>; Berlin, Holly (CRT) <Holly.Berlin@usdoj.gov>; Mellett, Timothy F (CRT) 
<Timothy.F.Mellett@usdoj.gov>; Sitton, Jaye (CRT) <Jaye.Sitton@usdoj.gov>; Rupp, Michelle (CRT) 
<Michelle.Rupp@usdoj.gov> 
Cc: Patrick Sweeten <Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov>; Will Thompson <Will.Thompson@oag.texas.gov>; Jack DiSorbo 
<Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov>; Munera Al‐Fuhaid <Munera.Al‐Fuhaid@oag.texas.gov>; Kathleen Hunker 
<Kathleen.Hunker@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Walters <Ryan.Walters@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Kercher 
<Ryan.Kercher@oag.texas.gov>; Aaron Barnes <Aaron.Barnes@oag.texas.gov>; Zachary Berg 
<Zachary.Berg@oag.texas.gov>; Elizabeth Saunders <Elizabeth.Saunders@oag.texas.gov> 
Subject: RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ United States' RFPs 
 
Understood.  Thank you. 
 
Dan 
 

From: Ari Herbert <Ari.Herbert@oag.texas.gov>  
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2022 4:09 PM 
To: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>; Lott, Jasmin (CRT) <Jasmin.Lott@usdoj.gov>; Anderson, Jacki 
(CRT) <Jacki.Anderson@usdoj.gov>; Berlin, Holly (CRT) <Holly.Berlin@usdoj.gov>; Mellett, Timothy F (CRT) 
<Timothy.F.Mellett@usdoj.gov>; Sitton, Jaye (CRT) <Jaye.Sitton@usdoj.gov>; Rupp, Michelle (CRT) 
<Michelle.Rupp@usdoj.gov> 
Cc: Patrick Sweeten <Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov>; Will Thompson <Will.Thompson@oag.texas.gov>; Jack DiSorbo 
<Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov>; Munera Al‐Fuhaid <Munera.Al‐Fuhaid@oag.texas.gov>; Kathleen Hunker 
<Kathleen.Hunker@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Walters <Ryan.Walters@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Kercher 
<Ryan.Kercher@oag.texas.gov>; Aaron Barnes <Aaron.Barnes@oag.texas.gov>; Zachary Berg 
<Zachary.Berg@oag.texas.gov>; Elizabeth Saunders <Elizabeth.Saunders@oag.texas.gov> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ United States' RFPs 
 

Dan, 
 
Apologies. We actually have an internal scheduling conflict. I’ll get back to you with some times later 
today or tomorrow morning. 
 
Thanks, 
Ari 
 

From: Ari Herbert  
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2022 3:06 PM 
To: 'Freeman, Daniel (CRT)' <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>; Lott, Jasmin (CRT) <Jasmin.Lott@usdoj.gov>; Anderson, Jacki 
(CRT) <Jacki.Anderson@usdoj.gov>; Berlin, Holly (CRT) <Holly.Berlin@usdoj.gov>; Mellett, Timothy F (CRT) 
<Timothy.F.Mellett@usdoj.gov>; Sitton, Jaye (CRT) <Jaye.Sitton@usdoj.gov>; Rupp, Michelle (CRT) 
<Michelle.Rupp@usdoj.gov> 
Cc: Patrick Sweeten <Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov>; Will Thompson <Will.Thompson@oag.texas.gov>; Jack DiSorbo 
<Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov>; Munera Al‐Fuhaid <Munera.Al‐Fuhaid@oag.texas.gov>; Kathleen Hunker 
<Kathleen.Hunker@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Walters <Ryan.Walters@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Kercher 
<Ryan.Kercher@oag.texas.gov>; Aaron Barnes <Aaron.Barnes@oag.texas.gov>; Zachary Berg 
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<Zachary.Berg@oag.texas.gov>; Elizabeth Saunders <Elizabeth.Saunders@oag.texas.gov> 
Subject: RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ United States' RFPs 
 

Dan, 
 
We’re happy to meet and confer on this. Would tomorrow at 2:00 pm Central / 3:00 pm Eastern work for 
you? Thanks. 
 
Best, 
Ari 
 

From: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>  
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2022 10:17 AM 
To: Ari Herbert <Ari.Herbert@oag.texas.gov>; Lott, Jasmin (CRT) <Jasmin.Lott@usdoj.gov>; Anderson, Jacki (CRT) 
<Jacki.Anderson@usdoj.gov>; Berlin, Holly (CRT) <Holly.Berlin@usdoj.gov>; Mellett, Timothy F (CRT) 
<Timothy.F.Mellett@usdoj.gov>; Sitton, Jaye (CRT) <Jaye.Sitton@usdoj.gov>; Rupp, Michelle (CRT) 
<Michelle.Rupp@usdoj.gov> 
Cc: Patrick Sweeten <Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov>; Will Thompson <Will.Thompson@oag.texas.gov>; Jack DiSorbo 
<Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov>; Munera Al‐Fuhaid <Munera.Al‐Fuhaid@oag.texas.gov>; Kathleen Hunker 
<Kathleen.Hunker@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Fisher <Ryan.Fisher@oag.texas.gov>; Aaron Barnes 
<Aaron.Barnes@oag.texas.gov>; Zachary Berg <Zachary.Berg@oag.texas.gov>; Elizabeth Saunders 
<Elizabeth.Saunders@oag.texas.gov> 
Subject: RE: LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ United States' RFPs 
 
Ari, 
  
Thank you for your message and for providing the OOG privilege log.  We appreciate your willingness to produce 
privilege logs following the Court’s order regarding discovery from the State of Texas on a rolling basis. 
  
We would like to meet and confer regarding several entries on the OOG log that raise concerns.  I preview them here, so 
that you may consider these issues prior to any discussion. 
  

 Document 3: This entry lacks authors, senders, or recipients, such that we cannot assess the validity of 
assertions of attorney‐client privilege, work product protections, legislative privilege, and deliberative process 
privilege.  I also note that work product protections apply only to “documents and tangible things that are 
prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial,” Fed. R. Civ. P 26(b)(3)(A), and do not protect all attorney 
writings.  See, e.g., Hodges, Grant & Kaufmann v. United States, 768 F.2d 719, 721 (5th Cir. 1985).  There is no 
indication that this document meets that requirement. 

 Document 7: This entry lacks senders or recipients.  Moreover, the legislative privilege does not attach to 
communications outside of the Legislative Branch.  See, e.g., LUPE v. Abbott, No. 5:21‐cv‐844, 2022 WL 1667687, 
at *3‐6 (W.D. Tex. May 25, 2022). 

 Documents 31 and 33: Angela Colmenero is Principal Deputy General Counsel to the Governor and does not 
represent any members of the Senate Special Committee on Redistricting.  Therefore, the attorney‐client 
privilege and attorney work product protection are inapplicable.  Again, the legislative privilege does not attach 
to communications with Office of the Governor.  And on the other hand, these inter‐branch communications 
cannot constitute “intra‐agency advice” subject to the deliberative process privilege.  NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & 
Co., 421 U.S. 132, 149 (1975) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). 

 Document 32: Again, this entry lacks authors, senders, and recipients.  To the extent that it reflects a 
communication from the Census Bureau, marked by OOG attorneys, it is not clear what client confidences could 
be reflected in the document to substantiate a claim of attorney‐client privilege.  On the other hand, there is no 
indication that this document was prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial.  And finally, there is no 
indication that the document is pre‐decisional, as required for application of the deliberative process privilege. 
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 Documents 35: This entry describes a communication in 2022 concerning “draft redistricting legislation.”  This 
may be in error.  Moreover, communications between the Governor and the Lieutenant Governor are not 
subject to legislative privilege, and within Texas’s divided executive, it seems unlikely that they are subject to the 
deliberative process privilege.  Even if they could be subject to the deliberative process privilege, the basic 
elements of the privilege are not present on the log. 

  
Thank you for your time and attention.  I look forward to discussing these matters soon.  Please let me know a date later 
this week when you are available to meet and confer. 
  
Dan 
 

From: Ari Herbert <Ari.Herbert@oag.texas.gov>  
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2022 6:21 PM 
To: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>; Lott, Jasmin (CRT) <Jasmin.Lott@usdoj.gov>; Anderson, Jacki 
(CRT) <Jacki.Anderson@usdoj.gov>; Berlin, Holly (CRT) <Holly.Berlin@usdoj.gov>; Mellett, Timothy F (CRT) 
<Timothy.F.Mellett@usdoj.gov>; Sitton, Jaye (CRT) <Jaye.Sitton@usdoj.gov>; Rupp, Michelle (CRT) 
<Michelle.Rupp@usdoj.gov> 
Cc: Patrick Sweeten <Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov>; Will Thompson <Will.Thompson@oag.texas.gov>; Jack DiSorbo 
<Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov>; Munera Al‐Fuhaid <Munera.Al‐Fuhaid@oag.texas.gov>; Kathleen Hunker 
<Kathleen.Hunker@oag.texas.gov>; Ryan Fisher <Ryan.Fisher@oag.texas.gov>; Aaron Barnes 
<Aaron.Barnes@oag.texas.gov>; Zachary Berg <Zachary.Berg@oag.texas.gov>; Elizabeth Saunders 
<Elizabeth.Saunders@oag.texas.gov> 
Subject: [EXTERNAL] LULAC v. Abbott, No. 3:21‐cv‐259 (Redistricting) ‐ United States' RFPs 
 

Counsel, 
 
I’m following up on last week’s discussion about privilege logs for documents withheld in connection with 
the United States’ RFPs to the SOS and State of Texas. To briefly reiterate what we explained during the 
call and beforehand: prior to the Court’s order on the motion to compel, Defendants did not believe they 
were required to search for documents outside of those belonging to the Secretary of State, and thus did 
not do so. Yet we promptly began that search after the Court’s order. Soon after, we provided documents 
within the custody of the Office of the Governor. We also promptly began searching other documents 
according to the order. 
 
As for the time within which to provide privilege logs, the Court’s ESI order is clear: “Privilege logs may 
be produced on a rolling basis, but no later than 30 days after each associated production.” ECF 203 at 16. 
Defendants are of course sensitive to the United States’ concern that it be able to review and object to 
privilege logs before the close of discovery. But we do note that the ESI order directly contemplates this 
possibility: “If any log is produced less than 30 days before the close of discovery, the receiving party may, 
notwithstanding the date of the close of discovery, review and register complaints about said log(s) no 
later than 30 days after the date of receipt and shall have the right to have those complaints resolved and 
have any non-privileged documents produced.” Id.  
 
Even so, we will endeavor to provide the privilege logs sooner than the 30-day deadline. In line with that 
goal, please see the attached privilege log for the documents requested from the Office of the Governor. 
 
Furthermore, having completed a thorough review, Defendants identified a number of responsive 
documents within the custody of the Office of the Attorney General, but have determined that all of those 
documents are subject to withholding based on applicable privileges—largely the attorney–client or 
attorney-work-product privileges. To the extent responsive documents are later identified, Defendants 
will supplement their responses and productions. And again, we will endeavor to produce privilege logs 
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associated with these documents as soon as we can. We estimate that we will be able to send these 
privilege logs no later than two to three weeks from now. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ari M. Herbert 
Assistant Attorney General 
Special Litigation Unit 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
(512) 936-1817 (office) 
(512) 715-1255 (mobile) 
ari.herbert@oag.texas.gov 
 
This message may be confidential or privileged under Government Code sections 552.101, 552.103, 552.107, and 552.111 and should not be 
disclosed without the express authorization of the Attorney General. 
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Freeman, Daniel (CRT)

From: Jack DiSorbo <Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 3:16 PM
To: Anderson, Jacki (CRT)
Cc: Freeman, Daniel (CRT); Aaron Barnes; Lott, Jasmin (CRT); Mellett, Timothy F (CRT); Berlin, Holly (CRT); 

Rupp, Michelle (CRT); Patrick Sweeten; Eric Hudson; Kathleen Hunker; Sitton, Jaye (CRT)
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: LULAC v. Abbott (Redistricting) - United States' Proposed Search Terms

Good afternoon Jacki, 

Thank you for your message. We are aware of the Court’s order on the motion to compel. We are 
currently in the process of identifying whether there are any responsive documents within the 
custody of the entities described in the Court’s order, including within OAG. As you are aware, 
and as we explained to counsel for the United States in the course of our discussion on this topic, 
we did not previously search for documents as to the United States’ requests except those in the 
custody of the Secretary of State. 

I can assure you that we will conduct this search promptly, and timely begin a rolling production 
of these documents. With respect to privilege logs, we will follow the deadline set forth in the 
Court’s ESI Order, see ECF 203 at 16. 

As to your revised proposed search terms, we will be happy to consider using these for documents 
within the possession of the Governor, Attorney General, or other executive agencies. With 
respect to the Secretary of State, however, we would ask that you consult with the private 
plaintiffs and propose joint search terms. You may be aware that the private plaintiffs recently 
sent Defendants joint proposed search terms. We ran those search terms on the SOS documents, 
which resulted in over 150,000 hits. 

Given the high volume of documents, and the fact that any information the United States is 
seeking from the SOS is likely to be identical to the information the private plaintiffs are 
seeking, or at least substantially overlapping, joint search terms would make the search and 
review process more efficient for all involved parties. Searching the same set of documents twice 
would be unreasonably burdensome. We have consistently raised this issue in communications 
relating to the Secretary of State’s documents. 

Thank you as well for your reminder with respect to our obligations in responding to the United 
States’ request for interrogatories. We will be sure to reach out if there’s need to discuss any of 
these topics. 

Sincerely, Jack DiSorbo 

--- 

Jack DiSorbo 
Assistant Attorney General, Special Litigation Unit 
Office of the Attorney General 
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Work: (512) 936-1067 
Cell: (713) 628-7407 
Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov 

From: Anderson, Jacki (CRT) <Jacki.Anderson@usdoj.gov>  
Sent: Thursday, May 19, 2022 1:13 PM 
To: Jack DiSorbo <Jack.DiSorbo@oag.texas.gov> 
Cc: Freeman, Daniel (CRT) <Daniel.Freeman@usdoj.gov>; Aaron Barnes <Aaron.Barnes@oag.texas.gov>; Lott, Jasmin 
(CRT) <Jasmin.Lott@usdoj.gov>; Mellett, Timothy F (CRT) <Timothy.F.Mellett@usdoj.gov>; Berlin, Holly (CRT) 
<Holly.Berlin@usdoj.gov>; Rupp, Michelle (CRT) <Michelle.Rupp@usdoj.gov>; Patrick Sweeten 
<Patrick.Sweeten@oag.texas.gov>; Eric Hudson <Eric.Hudson@oag.texas.gov>; Kathleen Hunker 
<Kathleen.Hunker@oag.texas.gov>; Sitton, Jaye (CRT) <Jaye.Sitton@usdoj.gov> 
Subject: RE: LULAC v. Abbott (Redistricting) ‐ United States' Proposed Search Terms 

Counsel,  

We wanted to follow‐up regarding the Court’s Order, ECF No. 279, which compels the State of Texas to produce 
responsive documents from the Office of the Attorney General, the Office of the Governor, and any other State agency 
known to possess such responsive documents. When should the United States expect the State of Texas’s first rolling 
document production, in light of the Court’s order? We expect the State of Texas to begin an immediate rolling 
production, with privilege logs provided within 20 days. We want to ensure that the State of Texas is conducting a 
prompt and reasonable search of all documents that it knows to be responsive to the United States’ First Request for the 
Production of Documents. To assist, we have attached updated search terms.  

Additionally, we would like to remind the State of Texas that based on the Court’s Order, ECF No. 279, it must respond 
to the United States’ First Set of Interrogatories using information from the Office of the Governor and the Office of the 
Attorney General that is available to the answering officer or agent of the State.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(b)(1)(B). 

Please let us know if you would like to discuss.  

Best, 
Jacki 
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Created To From CC BCC Privilege Claim Description

1 DOC_0360809 DOCX Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Anna Mackin 
(attorney) 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

2 DOC_0360810 DOCX Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Anna Mackin 
(attorney) 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

3 DOC_0360811 DOCX Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Sean Opperman 
(attorney) 10/18/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

4 DOC_0360812 DOCX Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Anna Mackin 
(attorney) 10/3/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

5 DOC_0360813 DOCX Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Sean Opperman 
(attorney) 10/3/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

6 DOC_0360855 DOCX Texas Office of the Attorney 
General David Falk 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document

7 DOC_0360940 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/28/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

8 DOC_0360941 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/27/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

9 DOC_0360942 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/27/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

10 DOC_0360943 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/27/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

11 DOC_0360944 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/27/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

12 DOC_0360945 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/27/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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13 DOC_0360946 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

14 DOC_0360947 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/27/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

15 DOC_0360948 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/27/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

16 DOC_0360949 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/27/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

17 DOC_0360951 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

18 DOC_0360952 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

19 DOC_0360953 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

20 DOC_0360954 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

21 DOC_0360955 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

22 DOC_0360956 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

23 DOC_0360957 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

24 DOC_0360958 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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25 DOC_0360959 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

26 DOC_0360960 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

27 DOC_0360961 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

28 DOC_0360962 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

29 DOC_0360963 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

30 DOC_0360964 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

31 DOC_0360965 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

32 DOC_0360966 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

33 DOC_0360967 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

34 DOC_0360968 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

35 DOC_0360969 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

36 DOC_0360970 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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37 DOC_0360971 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

38 DOC_0360972 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

39 DOC_0360973 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

40 DOC_0360974 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

41 DOC_0360975 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

42 DOC_0360976 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

43 DOC_0360977 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

44 DOC_0360978 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

45 DOC_0360979 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

46 DOC_0360980 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

47 DOC_0360981 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

48 DOC_0360982 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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49 DOC_0360983 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

50 DOC_0360984 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

51 DOC_0360985 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

52 DOC_0360986 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

53 DOC_0360987 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

54 DOC_0360988 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

55 DOC_0360989 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

56 DOC_0360990 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

57 DOC_0360991 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

58 DOC_0360992 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

59 DOC_0360993 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

60 DOC_0360994 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/18/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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61 DOC_0360995 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

62 DOC_0360996 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

63 DOC_0360997 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

64 DOC_0360998 TXT Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Attorney Client; Work Product; 
Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

65 DOC_0360999 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

66 DOC_0361000 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

67 DOC_0361002 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

68 DOC_0361003 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

69 DOC_0361004 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

70 DOC_0361005 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

71 DOC_0361006 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

72 DOC_0361007 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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73 DOC_0361008 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

74 DOC_0361009 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

75 DOC_0361010 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

76 DOC_0361011 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

77 DOC_0361012 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

78 DOC_0361013 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

79 DOC_0361014 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

80 DOC_0361015 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

81 DOC_0361016 TXT Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Attorney Client; Work Product; 
Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

82 DOC_0361017 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

83 DOC_0361019 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

84 DOC_0361020 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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85 DOC_0361021 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

86 DOC_0361022 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

87 DOC_0361023 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

88 DOC_0361025 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

89 DOC_0361026 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

90 DOC_0361027 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

91 DOC_0361028 TXT Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Attorney Client; Work Product; 
Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

92 DOC_0361029 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

93 DOC_0361031 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

94 DOC_0361032 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/22/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

95 DOC_0361033 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

96 DOC_0361034 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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97 DOC_0361035 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

98 DOC_0361036 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

99 DOC_0361037 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

100 DOC_0361038 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

101 DOC_0361039 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

102 DOC_0361040 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

103 DOC_0361042 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

104 DOC_0361043 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

105 DOC_0361044 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

106 DOC_0361045 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

107 DOC_0361046 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

108 DOC_0361047 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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109 DOC_0361048 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

110 DOC_0361049 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

111 DOC_0361050 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

112 DOC_0361051 TXT Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Attorney Client; Work Product; 
Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

113 DOC_0361052 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

114 DOC_0361053 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

115 DOC_0361055 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

116 DOC_0361056 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

117 DOC_0361058 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

118 DOC_0361059 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

119 DOC_0361060 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

120 DOC_0361061 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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121 DOC_0361062 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

122 DOC_0361063 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

123 DOC_0361064 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

124 DOC_0361065 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

125 DOC_0361067 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

126 DOC_0361068 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

127 DOC_0361069 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

128 DOC_0361070 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

129 DOC_0361071 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

130 DOC_0361072 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

131 DOC_0361073 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

132 DOC_0361074 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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133 DOC_0361075 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

134 DOC_0361076 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

135 DOC_0361077 TXT Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Attorney Client; Work Product; 
Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

136 DOC_0361078 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

137 DOC_0361079 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

138 DOC_0361080 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

139 DOC_0361081 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

140 DOC_0361082 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

141 DOC_0361084 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

142 DOC_0361085 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

143 DOC_0361086 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

144 DOC_0361087 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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145 DOC_0361088 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

146 DOC_0361089 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

147 DOC_0361090 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

148 DOC_0361091 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

149 DOC_0361092 TXT Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Attorney Client; Work Product; 
Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

150 DOC_0361093 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

151 DOC_0361094 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

152 DOC_0361095 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

153 DOC_0361096 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

154 DOC_0361097 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

155 DOC_0361098 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

156 DOC_0361099 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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157 DOC_0361100 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

158 DOC_0361101 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

159 DOC_0361102 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

160 DOC_0361103 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

161 DOC_0361104 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

162 DOC_0361105 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

163 DOC_0361106 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

164 DOC_0361107 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

165 DOC_0361108 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

166 DOC_0361109 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

167 DOC_0361110 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

168 DOC_0361111 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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169 DOC_0361112 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

170 DOC_0361113 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

171 DOC_0361114 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

172 DOC_0361115 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

173 DOC_0361116 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

174 DOC_0361117 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

175 DOC_0361118 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

176 DOC_0361119 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

177 DOC_0361120 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

178 DOC_0361121 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

179 DOC_0361122 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

180 DOC_0361123 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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181 DOC_0361124 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

182 DOC_0361125 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

183 DOC_0361126 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

184 DOC_0361127 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/14/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

185 DOC_0361128 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

186 DOC_0361129 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

187 DOC_0361130 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

188 DOC_0361131 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

189 DOC_0361132 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

190 DOC_0361133 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

191 DOC_0361134 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

192 DOC_0361135 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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193 DOC_0361136 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

194 DOC_0361137 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

195 DOC_0361138 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

196 DOC_0361139 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

197 DOC_0361140 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

198 DOC_0361141 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

199 DOC_0361142 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

200 DOC_0361143 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

201 DOC_0361144 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

202 DOC_0361145 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

203 DOC_0361146 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

204 DOC_0361147 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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205 DOC_0361148 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

206 DOC_0361149 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/2/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

207 DOC_0361150 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

208 DOC_0361151 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

209 DOC_0361152 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

210 DOC_0361153 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

211 DOC_0361154 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

212 DOC_0361155 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

213 DOC_0361156 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

214 DOC_0361157 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

215 DOC_0361158 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

216 DOC_0361159 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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217 DOC_0361160 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

218 DOC_0361161 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

219 DOC_0361162 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

220 DOC_0361163 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

221 DOC_0361164 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

222 DOC_0361165 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

223 DOC_0361166 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

224 DOC_0361167 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

225 DOC_0361168 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

226 DOC_0361169 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

227 DOC_0361170 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

228 DOC_0361171 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/19/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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229 DOC_0361172 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

230 DOC_0361173 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/18/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

231 DOC_0361174 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

232 DOC_0361175 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

233 DOC_0361176 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

234 DOC_0361177 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

235 DOC_0361178 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

236 DOC_0361179 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

237 DOC_0361180 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

238 DOC_0361182 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

239 DOC_0361183 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

240 DOC_0361184 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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241 DOC_0361185 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

242 DOC_0361186 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

243 DOC_0361187 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

244 DOC_0361188 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

245 DOC_0361189 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

246 DOC_0361190 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

247 DOC_0361192 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

248 DOC_0361193 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

249 DOC_0361194 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

250 DOC_0361195 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

251 DOC_0361196 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

252 DOC_0361197 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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253 DOC_0361198 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

254 DOC_0361199 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

255 DOC_0361200 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

256 DOC_0361201 TXT Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Attorney Client; Work Product; 
Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

257 DOC_0361202 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

258 DOC_0361203 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

259 DOC_0361204 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

260 DOC_0361205 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

261 DOC_0361206 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

262 DOC_0361207 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

263 DOC_0361208 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

264 DOC_0361209 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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265 DOC_0361210 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

266 DOC_0361211 TXT Texas Office of the Attorney 
General

Attorney Client; Work Product; 
Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

267 DOC_0361212 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

268 DOC_0361213 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

269 DOC_0361214 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/26/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

270 DOC_0361215 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

271 DOC_0361216 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

272 DOC_0361217 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

273 DOC_0361218 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

274 DOC_0361219 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

275 DOC_0361220 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

276 DOC_0361221 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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277 DOC_0361222 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

278 DOC_0361223 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

279 DOC_0361224 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

280 DOC_0361225 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

281 DOC_0361226 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

282 DOC_0361227 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

283 DOC_0361228 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

284 DOC_0361229 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

285 DOC_0361230 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

286 DOC_0361231 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

287 DOC_0361232 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

288 DOC_0361233 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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289 DOC_0361234 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

290 DOC_0361235 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

291 DOC_0361236 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

292 DOC_0361237 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

293 DOC_0361238 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

294 DOC_0361239 JPG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General Todd Giberson Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

295 DOC_0361240 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

296 DOC_0361241 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

297 DOC_0361243 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/25/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

298 DOC_0361252 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

299 DOC_0361253 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

300 DOC_0361254 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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301 DOC_0361255 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

302 DOC_0361256 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/20/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

303 DOC_0361257 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

304 DOC_0361258 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

305 DOC_0361259 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

306 DOC_0361260 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

307 DOC_0361261 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

308 DOC_0361262 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

309 DOC_0361263 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

310 DOC_0361264 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

311 DOC_0361265 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

312 DOC_0361266 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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313 DOC_0361267 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

314 DOC_0361268 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

315 DOC_0361269 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

316 DOC_0361270 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

317 DOC_0361271 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

318 DOC_0361272 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

319 DOC_0361273 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

320 DOC_0361274 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

321 DOC_0361275 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

322 DOC_0361276 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

323 DOC_0361277 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

324 DOC_0361278 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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325 DOC_0361279 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

326 DOC_0361280 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

327 DOC_0361281 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

328 DOC_0361282 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

329 DOC_0361283 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

330 DOC_0361284 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

331 DOC_0361285 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

332 DOC_0361286 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

333 DOC_0361287 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

334 DOC_0361288 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

335 DOC_0361289 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

336 DOC_0361290 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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337 DOC_0361291 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

338 DOC_0361292 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

339 DOC_0361293 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

340 DOC_0361294 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

341 DOC_0361295 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

342 DOC_0361296 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

343 DOC_0361297 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

344 DOC_0361298 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

345 DOC_0361299 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

346 DOC_0361300 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

347 DOC_0361301 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

348 DOC_0361302 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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349 DOC_0361303 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

350 DOC_0361304 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

351 DOC_0361305 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

352 DOC_0361306 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

353 DOC_0361307 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

354 DOC_0361308 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

355 DOC_0361309 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

356 DOC_0361310 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

357 DOC_0361311 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

358 DOC_0361312 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

359 DOC_0361313 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

360 DOC_0361314 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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361 DOC_0361315 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

362 DOC_0361316 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

363 DOC_0361317 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

364 DOC_0361318 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

365 DOC_0361319 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

366 DOC_0361320 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

367 DOC_0361321 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

368 DOC_0361322 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

369 DOC_0361323 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

370 DOC_0361324 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

371 DOC_0361325 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

372 DOC_0361326 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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373 DOC_0361327 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

374 DOC_0361328 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

375 DOC_0361329 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

376 DOC_0361330 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/5/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

377 DOC_0361331 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

378 DOC_0361332 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

379 DOC_0361333 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

380 DOC_0361334 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

381 DOC_0361335 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

382 DOC_0361336 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/4/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

383 DOC_0361337 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

384 DOC_0361338 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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385 DOC_0361339 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

386 DOC_0361340 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

387 DOC_0361341 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

388 DOC_0361342 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

389 DOC_0361343 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

390 DOC_0361344 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

391 DOC_0361345 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

392 DOC_0361346 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

393 DOC_0361347 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

394 DOC_0361348 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

395 DOC_0361349 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

396 DOC_0361350 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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397 DOC_0361351 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

398 DOC_0361352 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

399 DOC_0361353 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

400 DOC_0361354 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

401 DOC_0361355 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

402 DOC_0361356 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

403 DOC_0361357 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

404 DOC_0361358 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

405 DOC_0361359 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

406 DOC_0361360 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

407 DOC_0361361 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

408 DOC_0361362 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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409 DOC_0361363 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

410 DOC_0361364 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

411 DOC_0361365 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

412 DOC_0361366 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

413 DOC_0361367 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

414 DOC_0361368 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

415 DOC_0361369 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

416 DOC_0361370 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

417 DOC_0361371 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

418 DOC_0361372 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

419 DOC_0361373 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

420 DOC_0361374 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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421 DOC_0361375 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

422 DOC_0361376 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

423 DOC_0361377 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

424 DOC_0361378 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

425 DOC_0361379 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

426 DOC_0361380 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

427 DOC_0361381 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

428 DOC_0361382 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

429 DOC_0361383 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

430 DOC_0361384 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

431 DOC_0361385 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

432 DOC_0361386 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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433 DOC_0361387 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

434 DOC_0361388 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

435 DOC_0361389 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

436 DOC_0361390 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

437 DOC_0361391 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

438 DOC_0361392 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

439 DOC_0361393 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

440 DOC_0361394 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

441 DOC_0361395 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

442 DOC_0361396 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

443 DOC_0361397 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

444 DOC_0361398 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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445 DOC_0361399 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

446 DOC_0361400 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

447 DOC_0361401 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

448 DOC_0361402 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

449 DOC_0361403 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

450 DOC_0361404 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

451 DOC_0361405 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

452 DOC_0361406 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

453 DOC_0361407 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

454 DOC_0361408 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

455 DOC_0361409 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

456 DOC_0361410 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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457 DOC_0361411 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

458 DOC_0361412 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

459 DOC_0361413 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

460 DOC_0361414 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

461 DOC_0361415 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

462 DOC_0361416 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

463 DOC_0361417 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

464 DOC_0361418 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

465 DOC_0361419 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

466 DOC_0361420 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

467 DOC_0361421 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

468 DOC_0361422 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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469 DOC_0361423 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

470 DOC_0361424 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

471 DOC_0361425 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

472 DOC_0361426 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

473 DOC_0361427 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/8/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

474 DOC_0361428 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/8/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

475 DOC_0361429 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/8/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

476 DOC_0361430 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/8/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

477 DOC_0361431 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/8/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

478 DOC_0361432 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/8/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

479 DOC_0361433 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/8/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

480 DOC_0361434 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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481 DOC_0361435 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/8/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

482 DOC_0361436 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

483 DOC_0361437 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

484 DOC_0361438 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

485 DOC_0361439 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

486 DOC_0361440 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

487 DOC_0361441 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

488 DOC_0361442 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

489 DOC_0361443 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

490 DOC_0361444 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

491 DOC_0361445 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

492 DOC_0361446 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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493 DOC_0361447 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

494 DOC_0361448 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

495 DOC_0361449 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

496 DOC_0361450 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

497 DOC_0361451 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

498 DOC_0361452 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

499 DOC_0361453 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

500 DOC_0361454 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

501 DOC_0361455 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

502 DOC_0361456 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

503 DOC_0361457 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

504 DOC_0361458 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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505 DOC_0361459 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

506 DOC_0361460 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

507 DOC_0361461 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

508 DOC_0361462 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

509 DOC_0361463 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

510 DOC_0361464 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

511 DOC_0361465 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

512 DOC_0361466 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

513 DOC_0361467 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

514 DOC_0361468 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

515 DOC_0361469 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

516 DOC_0361470 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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517 DOC_0361471 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

518 DOC_0361472 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

519 DOC_0361473 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

520 DOC_0361474 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

521 DOC_0361475 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

522 DOC_0361476 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

523 DOC_0361477 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

524 DOC_0361478 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

525 DOC_0361479 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

526 DOC_0361480 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

527 DOC_0361481 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

528 DOC_0361482 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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529 DOC_0361483 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

530 DOC_0361484 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

531 DOC_0361485 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

532 DOC_0361486 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

533 DOC_0361487 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

534 DOC_0361488 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

535 DOC_0361489 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

536 DOC_0361490 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

537 DOC_0361491 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

538 DOC_0361492 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

539 DOC_0361493 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

540 DOC_0361494 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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541 DOC_0361495 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

542 DOC_0361496 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

543 DOC_0361497 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

544 DOC_0361498 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

545 DOC_0361499 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

546 DOC_0361500 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

547 DOC_0361501 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

548 DOC_0361502 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

549 DOC_0361503 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

550 DOC_0361504 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

551 DOC_0361505 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

552 DOC_0361506 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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553 DOC_0361507 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

554 DOC_0361508 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

555 DOC_0361509 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

556 DOC_0361510 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

557 DOC_0361511 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

558 DOC_0361512 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

559 DOC_0361513 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

560 DOC_0361514 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

561 DOC_0361515 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

562 DOC_0361516 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

563 DOC_0361517 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

564 DOC_0361518 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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565 DOC_0361519 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

566 DOC_0361520 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

567 DOC_0361521 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

568 DOC_0361522 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

569 DOC_0361523 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

570 DOC_0361524 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

571 DOC_0361525 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

572 DOC_0361526 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

573 DOC_0361527 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

574 DOC_0361528 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

575 DOC_0361529 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

576 DOC_0361530 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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577 DOC_0361531 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

578 DOC_0361532 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

579 DOC_0361533 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

580 DOC_0361534 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

581 DOC_0361535 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

582 DOC_0361536 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

583 DOC_0361537 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

584 DOC_0361538 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

585 DOC_0361539 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

586 DOC_0361540 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

587 DOC_0361541 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

588 DOC_0361542 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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589 DOC_0361543 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

590 DOC_0361544 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

591 DOC_0361545 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

592 DOC_0361546 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

593 DOC_0361547 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

594 DOC_0361548 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

595 DOC_0361549 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

596 DOC_0361550 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

597 DOC_0361551 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

598 DOC_0361552 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

599 DOC_0361553 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

600 DOC_0361554 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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601 DOC_0361555 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

602 DOC_0361556 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

603 DOC_0361557 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

604 DOC_0361558 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

605 DOC_0361559 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

606 DOC_0361560 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

607 DOC_0361561 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

608 DOC_0361562 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

609 DOC_0361563 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

610 DOC_0361564 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

611 DOC_0361565 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

612 DOC_0361566 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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613 DOC_0361567 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

614 DOC_0361568 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

615 DOC_0361569 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

616 DOC_0361570 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

617 DOC_0361571 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

618 DOC_0361572 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

619 DOC_0361573 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

620 DOC_0361574 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

621 DOC_0361575 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

622 DOC_0361576 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

623 DOC_0361577 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

624 DOC_0361578 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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625 DOC_0361579 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

626 DOC_0361580 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

627 DOC_0361581 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

628 DOC_0361582 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

629 DOC_0361583 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

630 DOC_0361584 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

631 DOC_0361585 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

632 DOC_0361586 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

633 DOC_0361587 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

634 DOC_0361588 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

635 DOC_0361589 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

636 DOC_0361590 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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637 DOC_0361591 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

638 DOC_0361592 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

639 DOC_0361593 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

640 DOC_0361594 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

641 DOC_0361595 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

642 DOC_0361596 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

643 DOC_0361597 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

644 DOC_0361598 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

645 DOC_0361599 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

646 DOC_0361600 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

647 DOC_0361601 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

648 DOC_0361602 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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649 DOC_0361603 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

650 DOC_0361604 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

651 DOC_0361605 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

652 DOC_0361606 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

653 DOC_0361607 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

654 DOC_0361608 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

655 DOC_0361609 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

656 DOC_0361610 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

657 DOC_0361611 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

658 DOC_0361612 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

659 DOC_0361613 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

660 DOC_0361614 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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661 DOC_0361615 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

662 DOC_0361616 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

663 DOC_0361617 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

664 DOC_0361618 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

665 DOC_0361619 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

666 DOC_0361620 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

667 DOC_0361621 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/16/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

668 DOC_0361622 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

669 DOC_0361623 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

670 DOC_0361624 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

671 DOC_0361625 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

672 DOC_0361626 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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673 DOC_0361627 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

674 DOC_0361628 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

675 DOC_0361629 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

676 DOC_0361630 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

677 DOC_0361631 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

678 DOC_0361632 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

679 DOC_0361633 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

680 DOC_0361634 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

681 DOC_0361635 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

682 DOC_0361636 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

683 DOC_0361637 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

684 DOC_0361638 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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685 DOC_0361639 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

686 DOC_0361640 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

687 DOC_0361641 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/18/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

688 DOC_0361642 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

689 DOC_0361643 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

690 DOC_0361644 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

691 DOC_0361645 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

692 DOC_0361646 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

693 DOC_0361647 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

694 DOC_0361648 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

695 DOC_0361649 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

696 DOC_0361650 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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697 DOC_0361651 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

698 DOC_0361652 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

699 DOC_0361653 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

700 DOC_0361654 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

701 DOC_0361655 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

702 DOC_0361656 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

703 DOC_0361657 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/30/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

704 DOC_0361658 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

705 DOC_0361659 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

706 DOC_0361660 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

707 DOC_0361661 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

708 DOC_0361662 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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709 DOC_0361663 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

710 DOC_0361664 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

711 DOC_0361665 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

712 DOC_0361672 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

713 DOC_0361673 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

714 DOC_0361674 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

715 DOC_0361675 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

716 DOC_0361676 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

717 DOC_0361677 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

718 DOC_0361678 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

719 DOC_0361679 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

720 DOC_0361680 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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721 DOC_0361681 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

722 DOC_0361682 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

723 DOC_0361683 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

724 DOC_0361684 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

725 DOC_0361685 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/20/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

726 DOC_0361686 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

727 DOC_0361687 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

728 DOC_0361688 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

729 DOC_0361689 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/19/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

730 DOC_0361690 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

731 DOC_0361691 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

732 DOC_0361692 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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733 DOC_0361693 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

734 DOC_0361694 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

735 DOC_0361695 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/21/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

736 DOC_0361696 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/2/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

737 DOC_0361697 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

738 DOC_0361698 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

739 DOC_0361699 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

740 DOC_0361700 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

741 DOC_0361701 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

742 DOC_0361702 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

743 DOC_0361703 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

744 DOC_0361704 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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745 DOC_0361705 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

746 DOC_0361706 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

747 DOC_0361707 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

748 DOC_0361708 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

749 DOC_0361709 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

750 DOC_0361710 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

751 DOC_0361711 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

752 DOC_0361712 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/1/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

753 DOC_0361713 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

754 DOC_0361714 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

755 DOC_0361715 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

756 DOC_0361716 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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757 DOC_0361717 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

758 DOC_0361718 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

759 DOC_0361719 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

760 DOC_0361720 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

761 DOC_0361721 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

762 DOC_0361722 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

763 DOC_0361723 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

764 DOC_0361724 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

765 DOC_0361725 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

766 DOC_0361726 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

767 DOC_0361727 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

768 DOC_0361728 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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769 DOC_0361729 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

770 DOC_0361730 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

771 DOC_0361731 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

772 DOC_0361732 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

773 DOC_0361733 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

774 DOC_0361734 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

775 DOC_0361735 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

776 DOC_0361736 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

777 DOC_0361737 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

778 DOC_0361738 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

779 DOC_0361739 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

780 DOC_0361740 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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781 DOC_0361741 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

782 DOC_0361742 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

783 DOC_0361743 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

784 DOC_0361744 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

785 DOC_0361745 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

786 DOC_0361746 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

787 DOC_0361747 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

788 DOC_0361748 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

789 DOC_0361749 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

790 DOC_0361750 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

791 DOC_0361751 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

792 DOC_0361752 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation
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793 DOC_0361753 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

794 DOC_0361754 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

795 DOC_0361755 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

796 DOC_0361756 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

797 DOC_0361757 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

798 DOC_0361758 PDF Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/15/2021 Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Document related to draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance, legal compliance, and strategy 
of the subject of the document, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

799 DOC_0362231 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/17/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Attorney Client; Legislative; Work 

Product

Attorney-client communications regarding 
legal advice on redistricting legislation, 
used in furtherance of considering 
redistricting legislation; includes 
attachments containing thoughts and 
mental impressions

800 DOC_0362256 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/13/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Attorney Client; Legislative

Attorney client communication seeking 
legal advice regarding redistricting 
legislation; used in furtherance of 
considering draft redistricting legislation

801 DOC_0362266 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/7/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Attorney client communication for the 
purpose of seeking legal advice on draft 
redistricting legislation; used in 
furtherance of considering draft 
redistricting; legislation; including 
attachments

802 DOC_0362334 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Work Product; Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Attorney client communications seeking 
legal advice regarding draft redistricting 
legislation, information used in 
furtherance of considering draft 
redistricting legislation, and containing 
attorney thoughts, and mental 
impressions; contains information 
prepared in anticipation of litigation; 
including attachments

803 DOC_0362338 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/6/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Attorney client communications seeking 
legal advice regarding draft redistricting 
legislation, information used in 
furtherance of considering draft 
redistricting legislation and in 
anticipation of litigation; including 
attachments

804 DOC_0362355 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/3/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Attorney Client; Legislative; Work 

Product

Attorney client communications seeking 
legal advice regarding draft redistricting 
legislation, information used in 
furtherance of considering draft 
redistricting legislation; containing 
attorney's thoughts and mental 
impressions  including attachments
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805 DOC_0362376 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/2/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Attorney Client; Legislative; Work 

Product

Attorney client communications in the 
form of email and attachments seeking 
legal advice regarding redistricting 
legislation, information used in 
furtherance of considering redistricting 
legislation

806 DOC_0362423 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/3/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Legislative; Attorney Client; Work 
Product

Attorney client communications in the 
form of email and attachments seeking 
legal advice regarding redistricting 
legislation, information used in 
furtherance of considering redistricting 
legislation

807 DOC_0362428 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 10/2/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Attorney client communications in the 
form of email and attachments seeking 
legal advice regarding draft redistricting 
legislation, information used in 
furtherance of considering draft 
redistricting legislation   Includes legal 
analysis on the substance, legal 
compliance, and strategy of the subject of 
the legislation, and containing attorney 
thoughts and mental impressions

808 DOC_0362442 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/29/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Attorney Client; Legislative; Work 

Product

Attorney client communications in the 
form of email and attachments seeking 
legal advice regarding draft redistricting 
legislation, information used in 
furtherance of considering draft 
redistricting legislation; contains attorney 
thoughts and mental impressions and 
legal analysis of redistricting legislation

809 DOC_0362516 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/24/2021 Anna Mackin (attorney) Hilton, Christopher (attorney) Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Attorney client communications and 
attachments analyzing draft redistricting 
legislation made in anticipation of 
litigation  Includes legal analysis on the 
substance of the legislation, legal 
compliance, and strategy, for use in 
considering draft redistricting legislation

810 DOC_0362542 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/23/2021 Christopher Hilton (attorney) Anna Mackin (attorney) Attorney Client; Work Product; 

Legislative

Attorney client communication  in the 
form of email and attachments regarding 
confidential attorney analysis of draft 
redistricting legislation for client; 
containing annotations revealing attorney 
thoughts, mental impressions and 
strategy; used in furtherance of 
considering redistricting legislation and in 
anticipation of litigation

811 DOC_0362693 MSG Texas Office of the Attorney 
General 9/9/2021 Jared May Falk, David Foxcroft, Geoff; Hilton, Christopher 

(attorney) Attorney Client; Legislative
Confidential communications with 
internal staff and Texas Legislative 
Council regarding redistricting legislation
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1 DOC_0360809 DOCX
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Anna Mackin 
(attorney) 9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft document regarding congressional 
redistricting, containing legal advice in the form of 

comments and proposed or suggested edits, and provided 
by Chris Hilton to Anna Mackin for the purpose of 

providing legal advice and assisting with legal compliance 
on draft redistricting legislation. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

2 DOC_0360810 DOCX
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Anna Mackin 
(attorney) 9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft document regarding congressional 
redistricting, containing legal advice in the form of 

comments and proposed or suggested edits, and provided 
by Chris Hilton to Anna Mackin for the purpose of 

providing legal advice and assisting with legal compliance 
on draft redistricting legislation. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

3 DOC_0360811 DOCX
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Sean Opperman 
(attorney) 10/18/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft document regarding congressional 
redistricting, containing legal advice in the form of 

comments and proposed or suggested edits, and provided 
by Chris Hilton to Anna Mackin for the purpose of 

providing legal advice and assisting with legal compliance 
on draft redistricting legislation. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

4 DOC_0360812 DOCX
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Anna Mackin 
(attorney) 10/3/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft document regarding congressional 
redistricting, containing legal advice in the form of 

comments and proposed or suggested edits, and provided 
by Chris Hilton to Anna Mackin for the purpose of 

providing legal advice and assisting with legal compliance 
on draft redistricting legislation. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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5 DOC_0360813 DOCX
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Sean Opperman 
(attorney) 10/3/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft document regarding congressional 
redistricting, containing legal advice in the form of 

comments and proposed or suggested edits, and provided 
by Chris Hilton to Anna Mackin for the purpose of 

providing legal advice and assisting with legal compliance 
on draft redistricting legislation. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

6 DOC_0360855 DOCX
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
David Falk 9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential analysis regarding draft redistricting 
legislation. Prepared internally by in-house OAG 

consulting experts at the direction, under the supervision, 
and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Prepared 
specifically for the purpose and use of attorney Chris 
Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the legal 
compliance of draft redistricting legislation to assist in 

providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

7 DOC_0360940 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/28/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2006, C2100, and C0002. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2006, C2100, and C0002 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

8 DOC_0360941 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/27/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2006. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2006 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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9 DOC_0360942 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/27/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2006. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2006 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

10 DOC_0360943 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/27/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2006. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2006 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

11 DOC_0360944 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/27/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

12 DOC_0360945 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/27/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Plan C2006. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2006 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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13 DOC_0360946 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed Congressional 
districts in Plan LTG2C2006. Prepared internally by in-

house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 

legal compliance of Plan LTG2C2006 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The map was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

14 DOC_0360947 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/27/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Plan C2006. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2006 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

15 DOC_0360948 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/27/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Plan C2100. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

16 DOC_0360949 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/27/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2006. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2006 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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17 DOC_0360951 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2006, C2010, and C2100. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2006, C2010, and C2100 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

18 DOC_0360952 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2010. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2010 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

19 DOC_0360953 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2010. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2010 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

20 DOC_0360954 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2010. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2010 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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21 DOC_0360955 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

22 DOC_0360956 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2010. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2010 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

23 DOC_0360957 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan LTG2C2010. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan LTG2C2010 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.

24 DOC_0360958 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2010. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2010 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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25 DOC_0360959 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2010. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2010 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

26 DOC_0360960 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2010. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2010 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

27 DOC_0360961 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plans E2002, E2100, and E2001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
E2002, E2100, and E2001 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

28 DOC_0360962 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan E2002. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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29 DOC_0360963 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2002. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

30 DOC_0360964 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2003. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2003 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

31 DOC_0360965 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2002. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

32 DOC_0360966 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in SBOE 
Plan LTG2E2002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG 

consulting experts at the direction, under the supervision, 
and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom 
generated for the purpose and use of attorney Chris 

Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the legal 
compliance of Plan LTG2E2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 

The map was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris 
Hilton and to no other person within or outside of the 

Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. Also 
prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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33 DOC_0360967 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E2002. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2002 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

34 DOC_0360968 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E2002. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2002 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

35 DOC_0360969 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2002. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

36 DOC_0360970 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plans E2001, E2100, and E3001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
E2001, E2100, and E3001 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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37 DOC_0360971 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

38 DOC_0360972 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

39 DOC_0360973 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

40 DOC_0360974 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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41 DOC_0360975 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

42 DOC_0360976 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

43 DOC_0360977 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E2001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2001 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

44 DOC_0360978 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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45 DOC_0360979 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2002, C2100, C2004, 

C2008, and C2010. Prepared internally by in-house OAG 
consulting experts at the direction, under the supervision, 

and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom 
generated for the purpose and use of attorney Chris 

Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the legal 
compliance of Plans C2002, C2100, C2004, C2008, and 

C2010 to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

46 DOC_0360980 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2002. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

47 DOC_0360981 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2002. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2002 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

48 DOC_0360982 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2002. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2002 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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49 DOC_0360983 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan MUSTC2002. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan MUSTC2002 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.

50 DOC_0360984 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

51 DOC_0360985 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2002 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

52 DOC_0360986 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2002 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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53 DOC_0360987 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2002 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

54 DOC_0360988 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2002 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

55 DOC_0360989 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2002. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2002 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

56 DOC_0360990 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2001 and C2100. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 

C2001 and C2100 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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57 DOC_0360991 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2001. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

58 DOC_0360992 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2001. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2001 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

59 DOC_0360993 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2001. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2001 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

60 DOC_0360994 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/18/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2001. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2001 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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61 DOC_0360995 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan MUSTC2001. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan MUSTC2001 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.

62 DOC_0360996 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

63 DOC_0360997 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2001. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2001 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

64 DOC_0360998 TXT
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2001. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2001 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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65 DOC_0360999 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2001. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2001 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

66 DOC_0361000 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2001. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2001 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation, and containing Chris 
Hilton's annotations made in furtherance of providing 
legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman. The 

analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris 
Hilton and to no other person within or outside of the 

Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. Also 
prepared in anticipation of litigation.

67 DOC_0361002 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Senatorial Plans S2100, S2103, and S3014. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
S2100, S2103, and S3014 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

68 DOC_0361003 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan S2103. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 

legal compliance of Plan S2103 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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69 DOC_0361004 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Senatorial Plan S2103. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2103 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

70 DOC_0361005 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Senatorial Plan S2103. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2103 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

71 DOC_0361006 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Senatorial Plan S2103. Prepared 
internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 

direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 
attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 

and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2103 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

72 DOC_0361007 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in Senatorial 
Plan S2103. Prepared internally by in-house OAG 

consulting experts at the direction, under the supervision, 
and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom 
generated for the purpose and use of attorney Chris 

Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the legal 
compliance of Plan S2103 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 

The map was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris 
Hilton and to no other person within or outside of the 

Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. Also 
prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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73 DOC_0361008 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Senatorial Plan S2000. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

74 DOC_0361009 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Senatorial Plan S2103. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2103 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

75 DOC_0361010 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C0001. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C0001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

76 DOC_0361011 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0001. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0001 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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77 DOC_0361012 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C0001. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0001 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

78 DOC_0361013 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0001. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0001 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

79 DOC_0361014 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan SALTC0001. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan SALTC0001 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.

80 DOC_0361015 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0001. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0001 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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81 DOC_0361016 TXT
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0001. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0001 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

82 DOC_0361017 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0001. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0001 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

83 DOC_0361019 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0001. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0001 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

84 DOC_0361020 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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85 DOC_0361021 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C0001, C0002, 

C2004, and C2008. Prepared internally by in-house OAG 
consulting experts at the direction, under the supervision, 

and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom 
generated for the purpose and use of attorney Chris 

Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the legal 
compliance of Plans C2100, C0001, C0002, C2004, and 

C2008 to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

86 DOC_0361022 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C0002. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C0002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

87 DOC_0361023 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0002. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0002 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

88 DOC_0361025 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0002. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0002 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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89 DOC_0361026 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan SALTC0002. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan SALTC0002 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.

90 DOC_0361027 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0002 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

91 DOC_0361028 TXT
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0002. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0002 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

92 DOC_0361029 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2008. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2008 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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93 DOC_0361031 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0002. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0002 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

94 DOC_0361032 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/22/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

95 DOC_0361033 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C0001, C0002, 
C0003, C2004, and C2008. Prepared internally by in-

house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plans C2100, C0001, C0002, C0003, 
C2004, and C2008 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

96 DOC_0361034 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C0003. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C0003 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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97 DOC_0361035 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0003. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0003 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

98 DOC_0361036 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C0003. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0003 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

99 DOC_0361037 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0003. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0003 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

100 DOC_0361038 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan SALTC0003. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan SALTC0003 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.
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101 DOC_0361039 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0003. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0003 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

102 DOC_0361040 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0003. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0003 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

103 DOC_0361042 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0003. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0003 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

104 DOC_0361043 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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105 DOC_0361044 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C0001, C0002, 

C0003, C0005, C2004, and C2008. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plans C2100, C0001, 
C0002, C0003, C0005, C2004, and C2008 to assist in 

providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

106 DOC_0361045 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C0005. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C0005 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

107 DOC_0361046 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0005. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0005 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

108 DOC_0361047 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C0005. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0005 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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109 DOC_0361048 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0005. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0005 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

110 DOC_0361049 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0005. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0005 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

111 DOC_0361050 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0005. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0005 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

112 DOC_0361051 TXT
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0005. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0005 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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113 DOC_0361052 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2100. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2100 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

114 DOC_0361053 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2003. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2003 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

115 DOC_0361055 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0005. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0005 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

116 DOC_0361056 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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117 DOC_0361058 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C0005, and C0001. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C0005, and C0001 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

118 DOC_0361059 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C3003. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C3003 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

119 DOC_0361060 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C3003. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C3003 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

120 DOC_0361061 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C3003. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C3003 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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121 DOC_0361062 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C3003. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C3003 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

122 DOC_0361063 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan SALTC3003. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan SALTC3003 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.

123 DOC_0361064 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C3003. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C3003 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

124 DOC_0361065 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C3003. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C3003 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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125 DOC_0361067 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C3003. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C3003 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

126 DOC_0361068 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2015. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2015 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

127 DOC_0361069 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2001, C2100, and C2004. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2001, C2100, and C2004 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

128 DOC_0361070 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2004. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2004 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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129 DOC_0361071 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2004. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2004 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

130 DOC_0361072 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2004. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2004 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

131 DOC_0361073 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2004. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2004 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

132 DOC_0361074 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan SRC3C2004. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan SRC3C2004 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.
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133 DOC_0361075 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2004. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2004 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

134 DOC_0361076 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2004. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2004 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

135 DOC_0361077 TXT
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2004. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2004 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

136 DOC_0361078 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2001. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2001 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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137 DOC_0361079 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2004. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2004 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

138 DOC_0361080 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2004. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2004 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

139 DOC_0361081 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

140 DOC_0361082 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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141 DOC_0361084 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2004, and C2008. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2004, and C2008 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

142 DOC_0361085 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2008. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2008 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

143 DOC_0361086 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2008. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2008 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

144 DOC_0361087 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2008. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2008 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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145 DOC_0361088 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2008. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2008 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

146 DOC_0361089 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan SRC3C2008. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan SRC3C2008 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.

147 DOC_0361090 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2008. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2008 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

148 DOC_0361091 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2008. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2008 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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149 DOC_0361092 TXT
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2008. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2008 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

150 DOC_0361093 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2008. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2008 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

151 DOC_0361094 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2008. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2008 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

152 DOC_0361095 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2008. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2008 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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153 DOC_0361096 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

154 DOC_0361097 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

155 DOC_0361098 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2101, C2116, and 
C2035. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plans C2100, C2101, C2116, and C2035 to assist in 

providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

156 DOC_0361099 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2029. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2029 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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157 DOC_0361100 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2029. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2029 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

158 DOC_0361101 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2029. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2029 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

159 DOC_0361102 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2029. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2029 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

160 DOC_0361103 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2029. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2029 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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161 DOC_0361104 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2029. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2029 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

162 DOC_0361105 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2029. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2029 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

163 DOC_0361106 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

164 DOC_0361107 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2101, C2116, and 
C2035. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plans C2100, C2101, C2116, and C2035 to assist in 

providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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165 DOC_0361108 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2035. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2035 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

166 DOC_0361109 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2035. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2035 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

167 DOC_0361110 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2035. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2035 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

168 DOC_0361111 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2035. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2035 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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169 DOC_0361112 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2035. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2035 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

170 DOC_0361113 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2035. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2035 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

171 DOC_0361114 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2035. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2035 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

172 DOC_0361115 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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173 DOC_0361116 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2043. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2116, and C2043 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

174 DOC_0361117 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2043. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2043 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

175 DOC_0361118 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2043. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2043 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

176 DOC_0361119 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2043. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2043 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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177 DOC_0361120 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2043. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2043 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

178 DOC_0361121 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2043. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2043 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

179 DOC_0361122 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2043. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2043 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

180 DOC_0361123 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2043. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2043 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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181 DOC_0361124 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plans E2100 and E2001. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
E2100 and E2001 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

182 DOC_0361125 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

183 DOC_0361126 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

184 DOC_0361127 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/14/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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185 DOC_0361128 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding SBOE Plan E2001. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2001 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

186 DOC_0361129 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in SBOE 
Plan SRC3E2001. Prepared internally by in-house OAG 

consulting experts at the direction, under the supervision, 
and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom 
generated for the purpose and use of attorney Chris 

Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the legal 
compliance of Plan SRC3E3001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 

The map was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris 
Hilton and to no other person within or outside of the 

Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. Also 
prepared in anticipation of litigation.

187 DOC_0361130 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E2001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2001 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

188 DOC_0361131 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E2001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2001 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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189 DOC_0361132 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

190 DOC_0361133 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

191 DOC_0361134 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plans E2100, E2001, E2002, and E3001. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 

E2100, E2001, E2002, and E3001 to assist in providing 
legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 

redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

192 DOC_0361135 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan E2002. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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193 DOC_0361136 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2002. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2002 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

194 DOC_0361137 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2002. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

195 DOC_0361138 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E3001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E3001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

196 DOC_0361139 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding SBOE Plan E2002. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2002 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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197 DOC_0361140 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in SBOE 
Plan SRC3E2002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG 

consulting experts at the direction, under the supervision, 
and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom 
generated for the purpose and use of attorney Chris 

Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the legal 
compliance of Plan SRC3E2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 

The map was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris 
Hilton and to no other person within or outside of the 

Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. Also 
prepared in anticipation of litigation.

198 DOC_0361141 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E2002. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2002 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

199 DOC_0361142 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E2002. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2002 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

200 DOC_0361143 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E2002. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2002 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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201 DOC_0361144 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E2002. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2002 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

202 DOC_0361145 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2002. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

203 DOC_0361146 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

204 DOC_0361147 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plans E2100, E2001, and E3001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
E2100, E2001, and E3001 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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205 DOC_0361148 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan E3001. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E3001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

206 DOC_0361149 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/2/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E3001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E3001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

207 DOC_0361150 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E3001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E3001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

208 DOC_0361151 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding SBOE Plan E3001. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E3001 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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209 DOC_0361152 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in SBOE 
Plan SRC3E2001 v.2. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 

legal compliance of Plan SRC3E2001 v.2 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The map was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

210 DOC_0361153 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E3001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E3001 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

211 DOC_0361154 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E3001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E3001 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

212 DOC_0361155 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E3001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E3001 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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213 DOC_0361156 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding SBOE Plan E3001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E3001 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

214 DOC_0361157 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E3001. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E3001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

215 DOC_0361158 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

216 DOC_0361159 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Senatorial Plans S2100, S2002, and S2014. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
S2100, S2002, and S2014 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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217 DOC_0361160 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan S2014. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 

legal compliance of Plan S2104 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

218 DOC_0361161 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Senatorial Plan S2014. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2014 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

219 DOC_0361162 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Senatorial Plan S2014. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2104 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

220 DOC_0361163 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Senatorial Plan S2014. Prepared 
internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 

direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 
attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 

and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2014 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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221 DOC_0361164 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in Senatorial 
Plan SRC3S2014. Prepared internally by in-house OAG 

consulting experts at the direction, under the supervision, 
and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom 
generated for the purpose and use of attorney Chris 

Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the legal 
compliance of Plan SRC3S2014 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 

The map was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris 
Hilton and to no other person within or outside of the 

Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. Also 
prepared in anticipation of litigation.

222 DOC_0361165 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Senatorial Plan S2014. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2014 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

223 DOC_0361166 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Senatorial Plan S2014. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2014 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

224 DOC_0361167 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Senatorial Plan S2014. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2014 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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225 DOC_0361168 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Senatorial Plan S2000. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

226 DOC_0361169 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Senatorial Plans S2100, S2002, S2014, and 

S3014. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plans S2100, S2002, S2014, and S3014 to assist in 

providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

227 DOC_0361170 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan S3014. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 

legal compliance of Plan S3104 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

228 DOC_0361171 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Senatorial Plan S3014. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S3014 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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229 DOC_0361172 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Senatorial Plan S3014. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S3104 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

230 DOC_0361173 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/18/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Senatorial Plan S3014. Prepared 
internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 

direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 
attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 

and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan S3014 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

231 DOC_0361174 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in Senatorial 
Plan SRC3S2014 v.2. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 

legal compliance of Plan SRC3S2014 v.2 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The map was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

232 DOC_0361175 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Senatorial Plan S3014. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan S3014 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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233 DOC_0361176 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Senatorial Plan S3014. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan S3014 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

234 DOC_0361177 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Senatorial Plan S3014. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan S3014 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

235 DOC_0361178 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Senatorial Plan S3014. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan S3014 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

236 DOC_0361179 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Senatorial Plan S3014. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S3014 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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237 DOC_0361180 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Senatorial Plan S2000. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan S2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

238 DOC_0361182 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C0005, and C0001. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C0005, and C0001 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

239 DOC_0361183 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C0001, and C2010. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C0001, and C2010 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

240 DOC_0361184 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C0001. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C0001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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241 DOC_0361185 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0001. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0001 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

242 DOC_0361186 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C0001. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0001 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

243 DOC_0361187 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0001. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0001 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

244 DOC_0361188 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan USB1C0001. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan USB1C0001 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.
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245 DOC_0361189 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0001. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0001 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

246 DOC_0361190 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0001. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0001 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

247 DOC_0361192 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0001. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0001 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

248 DOC_0361193 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2014. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2014 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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249 DOC_0361194 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C0001, C0002, and 
C0003. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plans C2100, C0001, C0002, and C0003 to assist in 

providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

250 DOC_0361195 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C0002. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C0002 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

251 DOC_0361196 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0002. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0002 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

252 DOC_0361197 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C0002. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0002 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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253 DOC_0361198 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0002. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0002 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

254 DOC_0361199 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan USB1C0002. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan USB1C0002 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.

255 DOC_0361200 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0002 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

256 DOC_0361201 TXT
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0002. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0002 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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257 DOC_0361202 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0002 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

258 DOC_0361203 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0002. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0002 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

259 DOC_0361204 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2017. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2017 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

260 DOC_0361205 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C0003. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C0003 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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261 DOC_0361206 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0003. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0003 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

262 DOC_0361207 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C0003. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0003 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

263 DOC_0361208 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0003. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0003 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

264 DOC_0361209 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan USB1C0003. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan USB1C0003 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.
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265 DOC_0361210 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0003. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0003 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

266 DOC_0361211 TXT
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of compactness of 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0003. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0003 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

267 DOC_0361212 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0003. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0003 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

268 DOC_0361213 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0003. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0003 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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269 DOC_0361214 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/26/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2018. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2018 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

270 DOC_0361215 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C0003, and C0004. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C0003, and C0004 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

271 DOC_0361216 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C0004. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C0004 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

272 DOC_0361217 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0004. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0004 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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273 DOC_0361218 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C0004. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0004 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

274 DOC_0361219 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0004. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0004 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

275 DOC_0361220 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential draft map of proposed districts in 
Congressional Plan USB1C0004. Prepared internally by 
in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under 

the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris 
Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use of 

attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 
regarding the legal compliance of Plan USB1C0004 to 

assist in providing legal assistance and advice to Senator 
Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This legal 
advice was used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s 

legislative duties to formulate, consider, and pass 
redistricting legislation. The map was provided directly 
by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person 
within or outside of the Office of the Attorney General, 

not even the client. Also prepared in anticipation of 
litigation.

276 DOC_0361221 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0004. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0004 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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277 DOC_0361222 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C0004. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C0004 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

278 DOC_0361223 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C0004. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0004 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

279 DOC_0361224 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

280 DOC_0361225 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2004. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2116, and C2004 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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281 DOC_0361226 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2004. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2004 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

282 DOC_0361227 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2004. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2004 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

283 DOC_0361228 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2004. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2004 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

284 DOC_0361229 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2004. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2004 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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285 DOC_0361230 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2004. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2004 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

286 DOC_0361231 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2004. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2004 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

287 DOC_0361232 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2004. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2004 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

288 DOC_0361233 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2031. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2031 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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289 DOC_0361234 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C3003, C0001, and 
C2010. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plans C2100, C3003, C0001, and C2010 to assist in 

providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

290 DOC_0361235 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2010. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2010 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

291 DOC_0361236 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2010. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2010 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

292 DOC_0361237 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2010. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2010 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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293 DOC_0361238 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2010. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2010 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

294 DOC_0361239 JPG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
Todd Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C0005. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C0005 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

295 DOC_0361240 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2010. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2010 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

296 DOC_0361241 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2010. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2010 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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297 DOC_0361243 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/25/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2010. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2010 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

298 DOC_0361252 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2100. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

299 DOC_0361253 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2100. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2100 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

300 DOC_0361254 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2100. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2100 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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301 DOC_0361255 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2100. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2100 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

302 DOC_0361256 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2002. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2002 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

303 DOC_0361257 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2100. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2100 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

304 DOC_0361258 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2102, and C2116. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2102, and C2116 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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305 DOC_0361259 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2102. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2102 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

306 DOC_0361260 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2102. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2102 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

307 DOC_0361261 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2102. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2102 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

308 DOC_0361262 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2102. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2102 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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309 DOC_0361263 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2102. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2102 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

310 DOC_0361264 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2102. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2102 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

311 DOC_0361265 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

312 DOC_0361266 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2102. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2102 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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313 DOC_0361267 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2103, and C2116. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2103, and C2116 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

314 DOC_0361268 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2103. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2103 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

315 DOC_0361269 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2103. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2103 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

316 DOC_0361270 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2103. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2103 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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317 DOC_0361271 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2103. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2103 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

318 DOC_0361272 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2103. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2103 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

319 DOC_0361273 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2103. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2103 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

320 DOC_0361274 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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321 DOC_0361275 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2103. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2103 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

322 DOC_0361276 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2104. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2104 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

323 DOC_0361277 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2104. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2104 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

324 DOC_0361278 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2104. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2104 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client.
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325 DOC_0361279 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2104. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2104 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

326 DOC_0361280 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2104. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2104 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

327 DOC_0361281 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2104. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2104 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

328 DOC_0361282 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2014. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2014 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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329 DOC_0361283 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2104. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2104 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

330 DOC_0361284 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2104, C2105, and 
C0002. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plans C2100, C2104, C2105, and C0002 to assist in 

providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

331 DOC_0361285 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2105. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2105 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

332 DOC_0361286 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2105. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2105 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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333 DOC_0361287 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2105. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2105 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client.

334 DOC_0361288 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2105. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2105 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

335 DOC_0361289 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2105. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2105 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

336 DOC_0361290 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2105. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2105 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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337 DOC_0361291 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

338 DOC_0361292 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2105. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2105 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

339 DOC_0361293 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2106, and C2116. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2106, and C2116 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

340 DOC_0361294 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2106. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2106 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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341 DOC_0361295 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2106. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2106 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

342 DOC_0361296 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2106. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2106 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client.

343 DOC_0361297 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2106. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2106 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

344 DOC_0361298 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2106. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2106 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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345 DOC_0361299 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2106. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2106 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

346 DOC_0361300 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

347 DOC_0361301 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2106. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2106 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

348 DOC_0361302 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2107, and C2116. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2107, and C2116 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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349 DOC_0361303 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2107. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2107 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

350 DOC_0361304 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2107. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2107 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

351 DOC_0361305 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2107. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2107 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client.

352 DOC_0361306 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2107. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2107 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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353 DOC_0361307 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2107. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2107 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

354 DOC_0361308 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2107. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2107 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

355 DOC_0361309 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

356 DOC_0361310 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2107. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2107 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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357 DOC_0361311 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100 and C2101. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 

C2100 and C2101 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

358 DOC_0361312 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2108. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2108 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

359 DOC_0361313 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2108. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2108 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

360 DOC_0361314 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2108. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2108 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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361 DOC_0361315 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2108. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2108 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

362 DOC_0361316 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2108. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2108 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

363 DOC_0361317 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2108. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2108 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

364 DOC_0361318 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2108. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2108 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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365 DOC_0361319 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2101, C2116, and 
C2035. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plans C2100, C2101, C2116, and C2035 to assist in 

providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

366 DOC_0361320 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2112. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2112 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

367 DOC_0361321 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2112. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2112 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

368 DOC_0361322 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2112. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2112 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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369 DOC_0361323 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2112. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2112 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

370 DOC_0361324 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2112. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2112 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

371 DOC_0361325 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2112. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2112 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

372 DOC_0361326 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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373 DOC_0361327 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2112. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2112 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

374 DOC_0361328 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2101, and C2116. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2101, and C2116 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

375 DOC_0361329 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2116. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2116 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

376 DOC_0361330 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/5/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2116. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2116 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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377 DOC_0361331 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2116. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2116 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

378 DOC_0361332 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2116. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2116 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

379 DOC_0361333 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2116. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2116 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

380 DOC_0361334 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2116. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2116 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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381 DOC_0361335 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

382 DOC_0361336 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/4/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2116. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2116 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

383 DOC_0361337 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100 and C2116. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 

C2100 and C2116 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

384 DOC_0361338 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2119. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2119 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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385 DOC_0361339 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2119. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2119 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

386 DOC_0361340 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2119. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2119 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

387 DOC_0361341 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2119. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2119 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

388 DOC_0361342 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2119. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2119 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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389 DOC_0361343 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2119. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2119 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

390 DOC_0361344 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

391 DOC_0361345 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2119. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2119 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

392 DOC_0361346 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100 and C2116. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 

C2100 and C2116 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.
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393 DOC_0361347 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2121. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2121 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

394 DOC_0361348 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2121. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2121 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

395 DOC_0361349 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2121. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2121 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

396 DOC_0361350 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2121. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2121 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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397 DOC_0361351 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2121. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2121 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

398 DOC_0361352 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2121. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2121 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

399 DOC_0361353 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

400 DOC_0361354 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2121. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2121 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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401 DOC_0361355 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2122. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2116, and C2122 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

402 DOC_0361356 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2122. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2122 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of the Attorney General, not even the client. 

Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

403 DOC_0361357 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2122. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2122 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

404 DOC_0361358 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2122. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2122 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 

outside of the Office of the Attorney General, not even the 
client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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405 DOC_0361359 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics for 
districts regarding Congressional Plan C2122. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2122 
to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 

Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 
legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 

Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of the Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

406 DOC_0361360 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographic detail for 
new and old districts regarding Congressional Plan 

C2122. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
Plan C2122 to assist in providing legal assistance and 

advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
the Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared 

in anticipation of litigation.

407 DOC_0361361 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2122. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2122 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

408 DOC_0361362 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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409 DOC_0361363 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2122. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2122 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

410 DOC_0361364 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2123, and C2116. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plans 
C2100, C2123, and C2116 to assist in providing legal 
assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

411 DOC_0361365 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2123. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E3001 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

412 DOC_0361366 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan 2123. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2123 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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413 DOC_0361367 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2123. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2123 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

414 DOC_0361368 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2123. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2123 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

415 DOC_0361369 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2123. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2123 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

416 DOC_0361370 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2123. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2123 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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417 DOC_0361371 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

418 DOC_0361372 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2123. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2123 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

419 DOC_0361373 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2124. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2116, and C2124 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

420 DOC_0361374 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2124. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2124 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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421 DOC_0361375 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan 2124. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2124 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

422 DOC_0361376 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2124. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2124 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

423 DOC_0361377 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2124. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2124 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

424 DOC_0361378 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2124. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2124 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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425 DOC_0361379 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2124. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2124 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

426 DOC_0361380 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

427 DOC_0361381 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2124. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2124 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

428 DOC_0361382 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2125. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2116, and C2125 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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429 DOC_0361383 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2125. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2125 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

430 DOC_0361384 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2125. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2125 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

431 DOC_0361385 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2125. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2125 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

432 DOC_0361386 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2125. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2125 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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433 DOC_0361387 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2125. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2125 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

434 DOC_0361388 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2125. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2125 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

435 DOC_0361389 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

436 DOC_0361390 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2125. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2125 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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437 DOC_0361391 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2126. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2116, and C2126 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

438 DOC_0361392 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2126. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2126 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

439 DOC_0361393 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2126. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2126 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

440 DOC_0361394 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2126. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2126 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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441 DOC_0361395 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2126. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2126 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

442 DOC_0361396 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2126. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2126 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

443 DOC_0361397 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2128. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2128 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

444 DOC_0361398 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2126. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2126 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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445 DOC_0361399 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

446 DOC_0361400 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2126. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2126 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

447 DOC_0361401 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2127. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2116, and C2127 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

448 DOC_0361402 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2127. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2127 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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449 DOC_0361403 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2127. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2127 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

450 DOC_0361404 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2127. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2127 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

451 DOC_0361405 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2127. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2127 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

452 DOC_0361406 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2127. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2127 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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453 DOC_0361407 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2127. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2127 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

454 DOC_0361408 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

455 DOC_0361409 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2127. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2127 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

456 DOC_0361410 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2128. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2116, and C2128 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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457 DOC_0361411 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2128. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2128 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

458 DOC_0361412 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2128. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2128 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

459 DOC_0361413 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2128. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2128 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

460 DOC_0361414 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2128. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2128 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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461 DOC_0361415 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2128. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2128 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

462 DOC_0361416 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

463 DOC_0361417 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2128. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2128 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

464 DOC_0361418 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2129. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2116, and C2129 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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465 DOC_0361419 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2129. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2129 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

466 DOC_0361420 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2129. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2129 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

467 DOC_0361421 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2129. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2129 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

468 DOC_0361422 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2129. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2129 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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469 DOC_0361423 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2129. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2129 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

470 DOC_0361424 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2129. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2129 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

471 DOC_0361425 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

472 DOC_0361426 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2129. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2129 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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473 DOC_0361427 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/8/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2116, and C2131. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2116, and C2131 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

474 DOC_0361428 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/8/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2131. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2131 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

475 DOC_0361429 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/8/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2131. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2131 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

476 DOC_0361430 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/8/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2131. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2131 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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477 DOC_0361431 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/8/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2131. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2131 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

478 DOC_0361432 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/8/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2131. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2131 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

479 DOC_0361433 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/8/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2131. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2131 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

480 DOC_0361434 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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481 DOC_0361435 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/8/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2131. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2131 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

482 DOC_0361436 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2139, and C2141. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2139, and C2141 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

483 DOC_0361437 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2139. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2139 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

484 DOC_0361438 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2139. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2139 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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485 DOC_0361439 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2139. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2139 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

486 DOC_0361440 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2139. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2139 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

487 DOC_0361441 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2139. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2139 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

488 DOC_0361442 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2139. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2139 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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489 DOC_0361443 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

490 DOC_0361444 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2139. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2139 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

491 DOC_0361445 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2141. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2141 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

492 DOC_0361446 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2141. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2141 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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493 DOC_0361447 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2141. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2141 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

494 DOC_0361448 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2141. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2141 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

495 DOC_0361449 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2141. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2141 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

496 DOC_0361450 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2141. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2141 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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497 DOC_0361451 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

498 DOC_0361452 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2141. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2141 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

499 DOC_0361453 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2142. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2142 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

500 DOC_0361454 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2142. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2142 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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501 DOC_0361455 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2142. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2142 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

502 DOC_0361456 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2142. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2142 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

503 DOC_0361457 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2142. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2142 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

504 DOC_0361458 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2142. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2142 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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505 DOC_0361459 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

506 DOC_0361460 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2142. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2142 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

507 DOC_0361461 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2148. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2148 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

508 DOC_0361462 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2148. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2148 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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509 DOC_0361463 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2148. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2148 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

510 DOC_0361464 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2148. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2148 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

511 DOC_0361465 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2148. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2148 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

512 DOC_0361466 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2148. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2148 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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513 DOC_0361467 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2148. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2148 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

514 DOC_0361468 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

515 DOC_0361469 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2148. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2148 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

516 DOC_0361470 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2149. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2149 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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517 DOC_0361471 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2149. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2149 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

518 DOC_0361472 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2149. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2149 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

519 DOC_0361473 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2149. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2149 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

520 DOC_0361474 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2149. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2149 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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521 DOC_0361475 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2149. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2149 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

522 DOC_0361476 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2149. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2149 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

523 DOC_0361477 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

524 DOC_0361478 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2149. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2149 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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525 DOC_0361479 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2139, and C2150. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2139, and C2150 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

526 DOC_0361480 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2150. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2150 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

527 DOC_0361481 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2150. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2150 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

528 DOC_0361482 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2150. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2150 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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529 DOC_0361483 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2150. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2150 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

530 DOC_0361484 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2150. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2150 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

531 DOC_0361485 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2150. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2150 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

532 DOC_0361486 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2150. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2150 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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533 DOC_0361487 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2151. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2151 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

534 DOC_0361488 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2151. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2151 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

535 DOC_0361489 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2151. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2151 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

536 DOC_0361490 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2151. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2151 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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537 DOC_0361491 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2151. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2151 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

538 DOC_0361492 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2151. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2151 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

539 DOC_0361493 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

540 DOC_0361494 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2151. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2151 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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541 DOC_0361495 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, C2152, and 
C2154. Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting 
experts at the direction, under the supervision, and for 
the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated 
for the purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form 

mental impressions regarding the legal compliance of 
C2100, C2135, C2152, and C2154 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

542 DOC_0361496 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2152. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2152 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

543 DOC_0361497 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2152. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2152 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

544 DOC_0361498 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2152. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2152 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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545 DOC_0361499 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2152. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2152 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

546 DOC_0361500 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2152. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2152 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

547 DOC_0361501 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2152. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2152 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

548 DOC_0361502 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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549 DOC_0361503 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2152. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2152 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

550 DOC_0361504 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2153. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2153 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

551 DOC_0361505 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2153. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2153 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

552 DOC_0361506 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2153. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2153 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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553 DOC_0361507 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2153. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2153 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

554 DOC_0361508 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2153. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2153 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

555 DOC_0361509 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2153. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2153 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

556 DOC_0361510 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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557 DOC_0361511 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2153. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2153 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

558 DOC_0361512 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2154. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2154 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

559 DOC_0361513 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2154. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2154 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

560 DOC_0361514 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2154. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2154 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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561 DOC_0361515 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2154. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2154 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

562 DOC_0361516 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2154. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2154 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

563 DOC_0361517 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2154. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2154 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

564 DOC_0361518 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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565 DOC_0361519 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2154. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2154 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

566 DOC_0361520 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2155. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2155 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

567 DOC_0361521 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2155. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2155 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

568 DOC_0361522 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2155. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2155 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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569 DOC_0361523 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2155. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2155 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

570 DOC_0361524 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2155. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2155 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

571 DOC_0361525 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2155. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2155 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

572 DOC_0361526 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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573 DOC_0361527 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2155. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2155 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

574 DOC_0361528 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2158. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2158 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

575 DOC_0361529 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2158. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2158 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

576 DOC_0361530 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2158. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2158 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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577 DOC_0361531 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2158. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2158 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

578 DOC_0361532 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2158. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2158 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

579 DOC_0361533 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2158. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2158 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

580 DOC_0361534 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2158. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2158 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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581 DOC_0361535 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

582 DOC_0361536 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2158. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2158 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

583 DOC_0361537 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2159. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2159 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

584 DOC_0361538 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2159. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2159 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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585 DOC_0361539 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2159. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2159 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

586 DOC_0361540 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2159. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2159 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

587 DOC_0361541 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2159. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2159 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

588 DOC_0361542 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2159. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2159 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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589 DOC_0361543 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2159. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2159 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

590 DOC_0361544 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

591 DOC_0361545 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2159. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2159 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

592 DOC_0361546 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2161. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2161 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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593 DOC_0361547 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2161. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2161 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

594 DOC_0361548 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2161. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2161 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

595 DOC_0361549 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2161. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2161 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

596 DOC_0361550 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2161. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2161 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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597 DOC_0361551 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2161. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2161 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

598 DOC_0361552 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2161. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2161 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

599 DOC_0361553 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

600 DOC_0361554 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2161. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2161 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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601 DOC_0361555 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2163. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2163 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

602 DOC_0361556 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2163. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2163 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

603 DOC_0361557 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2163. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2163 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

604 DOC_0361558 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2163. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2163 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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605 DOC_0361559 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2163. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2163 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

606 DOC_0361560 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2163. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2163 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

607 DOC_0361561 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2163. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2163 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

608 DOC_0361562 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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609 DOC_0361563 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2163. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2163 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

610 DOC_0361564 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2164. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2164 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

611 DOC_0361565 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2164. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2164 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

612 DOC_0361566 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2164. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2164 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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613 DOC_0361567 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2164. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2164 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

614 DOC_0361568 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2164. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2164 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

615 DOC_0361569 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2164. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2164 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

616 DOC_0361570 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2164. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2164 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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617 DOC_0361571 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

618 DOC_0361572 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2164. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2164 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

619 DOC_0361573 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2165. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2165 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

620 DOC_0361574 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2165. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2165 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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621 DOC_0361575 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2165. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2165 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

622 DOC_0361576 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2165. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2165 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

623 DOC_0361577 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2165. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2165 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

624 DOC_0361578 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2165. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2165 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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625 DOC_0361579 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2165. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2165 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

626 DOC_0361580 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

627 DOC_0361581 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2165. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2165 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

628 DOC_0361582 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2166. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2166 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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629 DOC_0361583 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2166. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2166 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

630 DOC_0361584 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2166. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2166 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

631 DOC_0361585 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2166. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2166 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

632 DOC_0361586 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2166. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2166 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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633 DOC_0361587 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2166. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2166 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

634 DOC_0361588 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2166. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2166 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

635 DOC_0361589 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

636 DOC_0361590 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2166. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2166 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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637 DOC_0361591 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2167. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2167 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

638 DOC_0361592 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2167. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2167 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

639 DOC_0361593 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2167. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2167 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

640 DOC_0361594 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2167. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2167 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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641 DOC_0361595 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2167. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2167 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

642 DOC_0361596 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2167. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2167 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

643 DOC_0361597 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2167. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2167 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

644 DOC_0361598 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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645 DOC_0361599 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2167. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2167 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

646 DOC_0361600 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2168. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2168 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

647 DOC_0361601 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2168. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2168 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

648 DOC_0361602 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2168. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2168 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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649 DOC_0361603 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2168. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2168 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

650 DOC_0361604 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2168. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2168 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

651 DOC_0361605 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2168. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2168 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

652 DOC_0361606 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2168. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2168 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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653 DOC_0361607 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

654 DOC_0361608 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2168. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2168 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

655 DOC_0361609 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2169. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2169 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

656 DOC_0361610 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2169. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2169 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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657 DOC_0361611 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2169. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2169 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

658 DOC_0361612 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2169. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2169 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

659 DOC_0361613 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2169. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2169 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

660 DOC_0361614 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2169. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2169 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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661 DOC_0361615 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2169. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2169 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

662 DOC_0361616 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

663 DOC_0361617 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2169. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2169 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

664 DOC_0361618 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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665 DOC_0361619 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

666 DOC_0361620 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

667 DOC_0361621 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/16/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

668 DOC_0361622 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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669 DOC_0361623 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

670 DOC_0361624 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

671 DOC_0361625 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2186. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2186 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

672 DOC_0361626 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2186. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2186 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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673 DOC_0361627 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2186. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2186 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

674 DOC_0361628 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2186. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2186 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

675 DOC_0361629 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2186. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2186 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

676 DOC_0361630 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2186. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2186 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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677 DOC_0361631 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2186. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2186 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

678 DOC_0361632 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

679 DOC_0361633 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2186. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2186 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

680 DOC_0361634 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plans C2100, C2135, and C2193. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of C2100, 

C2135, and C2193 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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681 DOC_0361635 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan C2193. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan C2193 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

682 DOC_0361636 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2193. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2193 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

683 DOC_0361637 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2193. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2193 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

684 DOC_0361638 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2193. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2193 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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685 DOC_0361639 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2193. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2193 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

686 DOC_0361640 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2193. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2193 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

687 DOC_0361641 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/18/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding Congressional Plan C2000. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2000 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.

688 DOC_0361642 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Congressional Plan C2193. Prepared internally 

by in-house OAG consulting experts at the direction, 
under the supervision, and for the sole use of attorney 

Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose and use 
of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental impressions 

regarding the legal compliance of Plan C2193 to assist in 
providing legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman 
regarding redistricting legislation. This legal advice was 

used in furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative 
duties to formulate, consider, and pass redistricting 

legislation. The analysis was provided directly by staff to 
attorney Chris Hilton and to no other person within or 
outside of the Office of Attorney General, not even the 

client. Also prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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689 DOC_0361643 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan H2100. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

690 DOC_0361644 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding House Plan H2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

691 DOC_0361645 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

692 DOC_0361646 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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693 DOC_0361647 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

694 DOC_0361648 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding House Plan H2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

695 DOC_0361649 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plans H2100 and H2101. Prepared 
internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 

direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 
attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 

and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of H2100 and 
H2101 to assist in providing legal assistance and advice 
to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. 

This legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

696 DOC_0361650 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan H2101. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2101 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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697 DOC_0361651 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding House Plan H2101. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2101 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

698 DOC_0361652 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2101. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2101 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

699 DOC_0361653 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2101. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2101 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

700 DOC_0361654 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2101. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2101 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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701 DOC_0361655 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2101. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2101 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

702 DOC_0361656 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

703 DOC_0361657 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/30/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding House Plan H2101. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2101 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

704 DOC_0361658 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plans H2101 and H2176. Prepared 
internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 

direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 
attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 

and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of H2101 and 
H2176 to assist in providing legal assistance and advice 
to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. 

This legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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705 DOC_0361659 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan H2176. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2176 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

706 DOC_0361660 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2176. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2176 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

707 DOC_0361661 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2176. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2176 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

708 DOC_0361662 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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709 DOC_0361663 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

710 DOC_0361664 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

711 DOC_0361665 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding House Plan H2176. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2176 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

712 DOC_0361672 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plans H2100, H2176 and H2316. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of H2100, 

H2176 and H2316 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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713 DOC_0361673 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan H2261. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2261 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

714 DOC_0361674 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding House Plan H2261. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2261 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

715 DOC_0361675 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2261. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2261 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

716 DOC_0361676 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2261. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2261 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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717 DOC_0361677 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2261. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2261 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

718 DOC_0361678 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2261. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2261 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

719 DOC_0361679 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

720 DOC_0361680 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding House Plan H2261. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2261 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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721 DOC_0361681 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plans H2100 and H2316. Prepared 
internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 

direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 
attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 

and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of H2100 and 
H2316 to assist in providing legal assistance and advice 
to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. 

This legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

722 DOC_0361682 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding Plan H2316. Prepared internally by in-house 

OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2316 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

723 DOC_0361683 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding House Plan H2316. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2316 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

724 DOC_0361684 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2316. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2316 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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725 DOC_0361685 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/20/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2316. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2316 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

726 DOC_0361686 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2316. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2316 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

727 DOC_0361687 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2316. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2316 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

728 DOC_0361688 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding House Plan H2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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729 DOC_0361689 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/19/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding House Plan H2316. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan H2316 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

730 DOC_0361690 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior of 
State Board of Education districts regarding Plan E2100. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2100 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

731 DOC_0361691 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

732 DOC_0361692 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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733 DOC_0361693 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

734 DOC_0361694 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

735 DOC_0361695 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/21/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2100. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2100 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

736 DOC_0361696 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/2/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plans E2100, E2104 and E3001. 

Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of E2100, 

E2104 and E3001 to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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737 DOC_0361697 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior of 
State Board of Education districts regarding Plan E2104. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2104 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

738 DOC_0361698 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2104. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2104 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

739 DOC_0361699 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2104. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2104 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

740 DOC_0361700 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2104. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2104 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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741 DOC_0361701 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2104. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2104 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

742 DOC_0361702 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2104. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2104 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

743 DOC_0361703 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

744 DOC_0361704 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2104. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2104 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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745 DOC_0361705 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior of 
State Board of Education districts regarding Plan E2105. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2105 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

746 DOC_0361706 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2105. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2105 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

747 DOC_0361707 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2105. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2105 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

748 DOC_0361708 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2105. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2105 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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749 DOC_0361709 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2105. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2105 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

750 DOC_0361710 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2105. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2105 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

751 DOC_0361711 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

752 DOC_0361712 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/1/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2105. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2105 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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753 DOC_0361713 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plans E2100 and E2106. Prepared 

internally by in-house OAG consulting experts at the 
direction, under the supervision, and for the sole use of 

attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the purpose 
and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 

impressions regarding the legal compliance of E2100 and 
E2106 to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

754 DOC_0361714 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior of 
State Board of Education districts regarding Plan E2106. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2106 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

755 DOC_0361715 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2106. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2106 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

756 DOC_0361716 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2106. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2106 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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757 DOC_0361717 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2106. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2106 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

758 DOC_0361718 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2106. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2106 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

759 DOC_0361719 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2106. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2106 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

760 DOC_0361720 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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761 DOC_0361721 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2106. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2106 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

762 DOC_0361722 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

763 DOC_0361723 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plans E2100, E2106, E2108, E2109, 
E2112, E2116, and E2117. Prepared internally by in-

house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 

legal compliance of E2100, E2106, E2108, E2109, E2112, 
E2116, and E2117to assist in providing legal assistance 
and advice to Senator Huffman regarding redistricting 
legislation. This legal advice was used in furtherance of 

Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, 
consider, and pass redistricting legislation. The analysis 
was provided directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton 
and to no other person within or outside of the Office of 
Attorney General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.

764 DOC_0361724 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior of 
State Board of Education districts regarding Plan E2108. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2108 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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765 DOC_0361725 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2108. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2108 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

766 DOC_0361726 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2108. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2108 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

767 DOC_0361727 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2108. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2108 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

768 DOC_0361728 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2108. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2108 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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769 DOC_0361729 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2108. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2108 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

770 DOC_0361730 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

771 DOC_0361731 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2108. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2108 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

772 DOC_0361732 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior of 
State Board of Education districts regarding Plan E2109. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2109 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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773 DOC_0361733 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2109. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2109 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

774 DOC_0361734 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2109. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2109 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

775 DOC_0361735 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2109. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2109 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

776 DOC_0361736 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2109. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2109 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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777 DOC_0361737 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2109. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2109 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

778 DOC_0361738 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

779 DOC_0361739 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2109. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2109 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

780 DOC_0361740 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior of 
State Board of Education districts regarding Plan E2111. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2111 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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781 DOC_0361741 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2111. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2111 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

782 DOC_0361742 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2111. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2111 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

783 DOC_0361743 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2111. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2111 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

784 DOC_0361744 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2111. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2111 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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785 DOC_0361745 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2111. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2111 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

786 DOC_0361746 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

787 DOC_0361747 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2111. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2111 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

788 DOC_0361748 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior of 
State Board of Education districts regarding Plan E2112. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2112 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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789 DOC_0361749 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2112. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2112 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

790 DOC_0361750 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2112. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2112 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

791 DOC_0361751 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2112. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2112 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

792 DOC_0361752 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2112. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2112 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.
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793 DOC_0361753 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2112. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2112 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

794 DOC_0361754 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2000. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2000 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

795 DOC_0361755 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2112. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2112 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

796 DOC_0361756 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior of 
State Board of Education districts regarding Plan E2113. 
Prepared internally by in-house OAG consulting experts 
at the direction, under the supervision, and for the sole 
use of attorney Chris Hilton. Custom generated for the 

purpose and use of attorney Chris Hilton to form mental 
impressions regarding the legal compliance of Plan E2113 

to assist in providing legal assistance and advice to 
Senator Huffman regarding redistricting legislation. This 

legal advice was used in furtherance of Senator 
Huffman’s legislative duties to formulate, consider, and 
pass redistricting legislation. The analysis was provided 
directly by staff to attorney Chris Hilton and to no other 

person within or outside of the Office of Attorney 
General, not even the client. Also prepared in 

anticipation of litigation.
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797 DOC_0361757 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of voting behavior 
regarding SBOE Plan E2113. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2113 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

798 DOC_0361758 PDF
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/15/2021

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative 
Privilege

Confidential statistical analysis of demographics 
regarding SBOE Plan E2113. Prepared internally by in-
house OAG consulting experts at the direction, under the 
supervision, and for the sole use of attorney Chris Hilton. 

Custom generated for the purpose and use of attorney 
Chris Hilton to form mental impressions regarding the 
legal compliance of Plan E2113 to assist in providing 

legal assistance and advice to Senator Huffman regarding 
redistricting legislation. This legal advice was used in 
furtherance of Senator Huffman’s legislative duties to 
formulate, consider, and pass redistricting legislation. 
The analysis was provided directly by staff to attorney 

Chris Hilton and to no other person within or outside of 
the Office of Attorney General, not even the client. Also 

prepared in anticipation of litigation.

799 DOC_0362231 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/17/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)
Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 
attached talking points on conference committee report, 
used in furtherance of ensuring legal compliance of draft 

redistricting legislation.

800 DOC_0362256 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/13/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)
Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 
attached draft U.S. House map, used in furtherance of 

ensuring legal compliance of draft redistricting 
legislation.
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801 DOC_0362266 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/7/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 

attached floor amendment talking points, used in 
furtherance of ensuring legal compliance of draft 

redistricting legislation.

802 DOC_0362334 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 
attached talking points, used in furtherance of ensuring 

legal compliance of draft redistricting legislation.

803 DOC_0362338 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/6/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 
attached talking points, used in furtherance of ensuring 

legal compliance of draft redistricting legislation.

804 DOC_0362355 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/3/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 

attached floor amendment talking points, used in 
furtherance of ensuring legal compliance of draft 

redistricting legislation.
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805 DOC_0362376 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/2/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)
Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 

attached analysis of redistricting legislation, used in 
furtherance of ensuring legal compliance of draft 

redistricting legislation.

806 DOC_0362423 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/2/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)
Attorney Client; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 

attached analysis of redistricting legislation used in 
furtherance of ensuring legal compliance of draft 

redistricting legislation.

807 DOC_0362428 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
10/2/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 
attached committee amendment talking points, used in 

furtherance of ensuring legal compliance of draft 
redistricting legislation.

808 DOC_0362442 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/29/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 
attached talking points, used in furtherance of ensuring 

legal compliance of draft redistricting legislation.
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809 DOC_0362516 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/24/2021 Anna Mackin 

(attorney)
Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Chris Hilton to Anna Mackin offering legal advice on 

attached talking points, used in furtherance of ensuring 
legal compliance of draft redistricting legislation.

810 DOC_0362542 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/23/2021 Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)
Anna Mackin 

(attorney)

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential attorney–client email communication from 
Anna Mackin to Chris Hilton requesting legal advice on 
attached talking points, used in furtherance of ensuring 

legal compliance of draft redistricting legislation.

811 DOC_0362693 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/9/2021 Jared May David Falk

Geoff Foxcroft; 
Christopher Hilton 

(attorney)

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential communications, at the direction of attorney 
Chris Hilton, between in-house OAG consulting experts 

and Texas Legislative Council for the purpose of 
preparing confidential statistical analyses of draft 

redistricting legislation for attorney Chris Hilton, and for 
the purpose of facilitating the rendition of legal advice.

812 DOC_0362747 MSG
Texas Office of 
the Attorney 

General
9/7/2021 David Falk Jared May Joshua Zahn; Todd 

Giberson

Attorney Client; 
Work Product; 

Legislative

Confidential communications, at the direction of attorney 
Chris Hilton, between in-house OAG consulting experts 

and Texas Legislative Council for the purpose of 
preparing confidential statistical analyses of draft 

redistricting legislation for attorney Chris Hilton, and for 
the purpose of facilitating the rendition of legal advice.
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